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NATIONAL ADVISOrT COMMITEB FOR XE3O~'IUTICS 
TECHNICAL NOTE NO. ll15 
INVESTIGATION OF STABIIXTY OF THE LAMINAP, 
B O m m  LAYER I N  A COMPRESSIBU FLUID 
By Lostor Lees and Chia Chiao Lin 
SUMMARY 
I n  the'present report  the s t a b i l i t y  of two-dimensional l a n a r  
flows of a gas i s  investigated by tine method of small perturbations. 
Tho chief emphasis i s  placed on tho case of the hminar boundaq layer.  ' 
. .- 
P a r t  I 'of the present report  deals with the gonoral math6matical 
theory. The general equations governing one normal mode of tho small 
velocity and temperature distur'bancos are derived and studied i n  p a * . .  
de ta i l .  It i s  found t h a t  f o r  Reynolds numbers of the order of those 
encountered i n  most aerodymnic problems, the tem-gerature disturbancee . - 
have. only a negligible e f f ec t  on those par t icu lar  vslocitgr solu'tions 
which depend grimarily on the viscosi ty  coeff ic ient  ("viecous solu- 
t ions").  Indeed, the latter a re  actual ly  of the sane form i n  the 
compressible f luid as i n  the incompressibla f lu id ,  at l e a s t  t o  the first 
approximation. Because of t h i s  f ac t ,  the mathematical analysie i a  
great ly  simplified. The f i n a l  equation determfning the character is t ic  
values of the s t a b i l i t y  problem depends on the "inviscid solutione" and 
the function of Tietjens i n  a mannor very similar t o  the case of tho in- 
comgreeeible f l u i d .  The second viscosi ty  coofficienl; and the coefficient 
of host conductivity do not enter  the problem; only tho ordinaw coeffi- 
c ien t  of viscosi ty  near the so l id  surface i s  involvo&. 
Part  II deals wlth the 1imj.ting case of inf i n i t a  Reynolds num3ora. 
The study of e n e r a  re la t ions  is  very mch emphaeized. It is  ahown t h a t  
tho disturbance will gain energy from the m i n  flow i f  tho gradisni; of 
.- 
the product of mean density and man vor t ic i ty  near the so l id  surface 
has a sign oppoeite to that near the outer edge of tho bowLdary layer.  
A general u tab i l i ty  c r i t e r ion  has been obtaincd i n  t o m  of the 
gradient of the product of density and vor t ic i ty ,  analogoue to the 
Rqyleigh-Tollmien c r i t e r ion  f o r  the case of an incompressible f l u i d .  If 
t h i s  gradient vanishes f o r  some value of the ve loc i ty ra t io  of tho main flow 
exceeding 1 -  (whsre M i s  the f r e e  straam Mach number), 
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then neutral and self-e&ited "subsonic" disturbances exis t  I n  the in- 
viscid fluid.  he subsonic disturbances die out rapidly with distance 
from the solid surface.) The conditions for  the existence of other 
tgpes of disturbance have not yet been established t o  t h i s  extent of 
exactness. A fomula has been worked out t o  give the amplitude r a t i o  of 
incoming and reflected sound w&we, - L .  
It is found i n  the ~ r c e e n t  inveetigat2on that  when the solid bound- -. 
ary is  heated, the bow1bx-y layer flow is destabilized through the ch- 
i n  the distribution of the product of density and vol'ticity, but stabi- 
l ized through the increase of kinematic viscosity near the solid bound- 
- - 
am.  When the solid boundam i e  cooled, the situation is Just the - 
reverse. The actual extent t o  which these two effecta counteract oach 
other can only be se t t led  by .actual' computation or somo agproximate . .- 
es t imtos  of the minimum c r i t i c a l  Reylolds number. This question will 
be investigated i n  a subsequent report,  ... . 
Part IS1 deals with the s tab i l i ty  of Laminar flows i n  a perfectgas  
with the effect  of viscoeity inc3.uded. The method for  Zlhs numrica.1 
computation of the s tab i l i ty  l i m i t  is outlined; detailod nunericd c a l -  
'culation~l wi l l  be carried out in a subsequent report. - 
I n  a. recent p a p r  (reference l ) ,  one 'of the prosent authors has 
--- - 
clar i f ied  the theory of the s tab i l i ty  of two-dinaensional paral lel  flows 
i n  a homogeneous viscous inconrpressible f luid.  Tho ox-perirnsntal inves- 
t i g a t i o n ~  of. H. I,. Dryd.cn, G. B . Schubauer, H. K. Skramstad (reference 
2) and B. W. I;iopmm (reference 3)  agree with the calculatione made by 
Tollmien (reference 41, Schlichting (refexoqce 5 )  and thoae given in  the 
paper quoted (reference 1 ) .  Because of the i n c r e a s j . ~  importance of 
- phenomena of gas flow a t  hi@ speds ,  it seem natural that  tho ims t i -  
-- gation should be extended t o  cover the case of a gas, W i n g  in to  ac- 
count the effects  of compressibility and heat transfer. 
The interest i n  t h i s  problom is furthor enhanced by the fact that  
disturbances of finite amplitude i n  high-speed flows are known t o  have 
the tendency of building themselves up into shock waves. It i s  there- 
fore possible that  insta.bility\of high-speed laminar flows w i l l  lead t o  
shock mves initead of turbulence.' Although an instabil i ty thoory in- 
volving only small disturbances would. not be able t o  ~ l e t t l o  this p i n t ,  
it a t  l eas t  paves the way to  such an investigation. 
-- 
A 
This possibility was f i r s t  pointed out t o  the  author,^ by Doctor 
H. W. Lie-. 
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The present report i s  concerned with the etabi l i ty  of two- 
dimsnsioml laminar f l m  of a perfect gas, subject to  sna3.l d i s t u r b -  
ances. Tho chief emphasis i s  placed on the case of the bounclary layer. 
It is hoped that  the resul ts  ma,y throw light on the general features of 
the relation of coqression wavoe.with the boundary layer, that  it rmy be 
knownht;w%he s tab i l i ty  of a boundary l w e r  is affected by the frae - 
stream velocity, and by a e  thermal conditions at  the solid boundary. 
A s  in the incompressible case, ouly s m a l l  tw-iilmenslonal wavy dis- 
turbances w i l l  be consi8ered. Unfortunately, there i s  no rigorous proof 
i n  the present case that these disturbances' are m r e  unstable than the 
threo-dheneional ones. Bu% the resul ts  of the incampressible case to- 
gether with sow physical considerations seem t o  justify such a treatmod, 
which naturally simplifies the muthenaatical analysis t o  a large extent. 
One essential difference of the present problem from the instabil- 
i t y  problem i n  an incomgresoible f l u i d  i o  the presence of an appreciable 
interchange of mechanical and heat eno~gies .  Another i s  tho f ac t  that  
the flow velocity i s  of the same o r b r  of magnitude a s  the velocity of 
sound. The present investigations, however, reveal that  tho chief phys- 
i c a l  mechanism is  not changeh. That is, the s tabi l i ty  of t w o - ~ r m t n s i o ~  
paral lel  flows Aspends p r i u r i l y  on the dlstribu'tion of aqplar momentum 
of an element of the fluid, a d  on the effect  of viscous forces, but not 
directly on heat conductivity. The viscous forces influence the s tab i l i tg  
of the flow both i n  building up the dieturbanco by increasing the 
Reynolds shear stresa and i n  destroying the disturbance by diseipation. 
( ~ f .  sec. 14 of referonce 1.) I n  -be  present casa, howover, the a.ngu- 
l a r  momontun of a g i v o n v ~ l u m  of the f l u i 8  depends upon the product of 
density and vort ici tx.  Thus, the madient of t h i s  product plays  the 
- . .  
same role a e  the curvature of the volocity profile (gradient of vortlc- A - 
i t y )  i n  the incompres$ible case. Moreover, since tho magnitude of 
viscosity varies w i t h  temperature across the flow, there is an uncer- 
tainty i n  dsf in iw a Reynolde number yhich will properly doscyibe tho 
s tab i l i ty  characteristics under various conditions. It is concluded 
from the present investigations tha t  the viscosity coefficient i n  the 
neiahborhood of the solid bounds& is  inmartant. This tends t o  . i u s t i f~  
- - . - ~ ~- & - - . . -- .- -. - - - - - - . - - - " - -  -- .Y - ~ - 
I the process of Allen and Nitzberg (reference 6) i n  estimating tho cri t i --  
ca l  Reynolds number fo r  the boun&y layer of a compressible-fluid, s o  
fetr as thei r  treatment of the viscoeity coefficBent i s  concerned. They 
have, however, neglected the effect  gf the distribution of angular 
momentw i n  the f lu id .  - 3 .  
- 
It 1s found i n  tho present investigation that  when the solid bound- - 
h ary i s  heate&, the boundary layer flow i s  destabilized thr 
-- ow the - 
the . c h q e  of hLstrlbution of angular mop10IItum, but stabilized through 
increase of kinsmatic viscosity near the solid boundary. When the solid 
. . 
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. . 
-- 
boundary is cooled, the 8i.I;uatIon is just  the r c n r s e .  The actual  eq- 
t en t  t o  which them two e f fec t s  counteract each other can 0d-y bo sat t lod 
bx actual  computation o r  some a ~ p r o x i m t e  estirrwtus of t h o  ml11irUm c r l t -  
i c a l  Reynolds number. ThS.8 question w i l l  be inveetigated In a subeo- 
quent roport. . . 
The transfer  of energy betweon tho maan flow m d  the c3.istuYuanco is 
a lso  sowwhat different  f r o m  t h a t  in  the incompr~ssible caso, becacoo 
the velocity of sound is f i n i t e .  When a diet-urbmce i s  being amplified, 
energy pssaes from the main flow t o  tho disturbanco not only t o   uppl ply 
the incroaoe of energy of disturbance inside tho boundayy l v e r ,  but 
a l so  t o  supply the energy car r ied  out of the born- Jayer by the dinturb- 
mco. For a d m p d  disturbance, tho opposite ia trFie. For euprsonic 
flowe, there is a lso  the posaibili.ty of enexw *ranefor f o r  ne.u%1'~.1 tiis- 
turbances. m e  energy is carr ied in to  the boundary layer  bj. an hco- 
wave and.out of it by an outgoing wave. Thesa two waves ara  gdnoyalu 
prosent oimultaneously, and the s i tua t ion  may be described ae a jcoflec- 
t i on  with a change of arngli.t;ude. 
- - 
From the behavior of the dieturb.ancee o u t s i b  the b o ~ m b r y  layer, 
they a m  claesif  i ed  as "subsonic, " "sonic, " and 'lsupereo~lic" disturb- 
ances, according t o  whether the pha~e velocity of the ~ a v y  distwbs;ncar. 
in the direction of tho f rco  stroam and re l a t ive  t o  an observer roving 
wi-t;h tho velocity of the f r e e  atmam, is Selow, equal to, o r  abme tho - -  
l o c a l  volocity of eound. 
The mothod of analgsis used i n  the present se2ort  t o  vorg a i m i h r  
t o  t h a t  used i n  the incompzussible case. Indcod, an attempt i s  ma& to 
establ ish reeults &o@;ous t o  tlioas obtained in tkat case. Small die- 
turbances are considered, which a r a  amQvzed l inear ly  in to  nolPdL mdos, 
periodic i n  the direct ion of the f r e e  stream, and them a r o  then trriabd 
separately. The no- mdss may bo damped, neutral ,  o r  nolf-excitud 
osc i l la t ions  i n  t im. For a given condlaion, the main flow is unntablo 
i f  any one of these modos i s  eeU-excited. \ken tho dietu-bmce 15- 
becomss 80 largo tha t  it can no longer be regardod as U.noe,r, t'no 
present theom ceases t o  ap2l.y. But it may then be expected. "&&t turbu- 
. lence o r  shock wave w l l l  be precipitate$ By the nonlincsar e f f ec t .  
-- 
Reference should be made t o  thc work of 6chlichting (rsfoxcnce 7) 
and K-kchemann (reference 8). Schl . ich t iq  was int,uros-t;ud in the sta;bi- 
. l i z lng  o r  &stabi l iz ing e f fec t  of gravi ty and temperature gradient . But 
he neglected the inbrchaage of mechanical and heat anexgies, In aero- 
dynamical problems, the authors are not  -particularly . interested in the 
b ef fec t  of gravity.  H m v e r ,  -t,n the gsnoral mtheroatical. imest i&ation,  
the inadequacy i n  S ~ h l i c h t i ~ ~ s  fun-ntal oqu~z'tion w i l l  be discueosd 
( sec . 2) ,. Kflchoman mado or&$ an "inviscid" inveetLgatLon of tne etabj.1- 
i t y  of the barn- layer  ( p t .  31 of thie report) ,  but ho noglacbd tho 
- 
. -.-. 
- 
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gradient of temperature and tho  curvature of the velocity profi le .  Theso 
m e  serious omissione. Their significance w i l l  turn out i n  the process 
of the present investigation. - .  -. .- - .. . 
.-.- 
. . . 
This investigation, conducted a t  the Ca1ifornl.a Ins t i tu t e  of . . 
Technology, w a s  sponsored by and conducted, with %he f inancia l  m s i s t m c e  
. - 
of the National Advisory Comaittee fox Aeronaut j .~~.  
The authors are  Indebted to ProTessor Theodor von &mak f oy aupor- 
. . 
vising the work and t o  Professors Clmk B. &filLilcan and H. S. Teien f o r  
the i r  2nterest  an& discussione . - 
Charac- 
t e r i s t i c  
Dfmensi~nal quant!.ties Dimnsionlsss q u a n t i t i ~ s  
Posit ional coordinates. 
(2) 
Time 
. . 
-. 
Velocity component6 i n  the directions of the x- slnd y-exes, ros~~ectivolg . . 
ia(x - c t )  -<  
u = 4 ~ )  + f ( y ) a  43 
* -+ -x- 1 ia(x - c t )  
V ' = V  + V  - v = c~~p(8)e 
Components of s t ra in  tensor 
* , .% )c 1 . t 
(6) c X X  = EXX + ~ X X :  E = =  Em 4- E ~ - ~  
-;C - .  Q 1 - t (7) E q r  ' = E V  + E x y  E w  = €lty + €TY 
Char%- 
teristic 
Dimensional quantities Dimensionless quantities measure 
Componente of stress teneor 
Densfty of the gas 
Pressure of the gas 
io(x - ct) , )t 
,P(Y) + r(y)e Po 
Tamperatme of the gas - 
. - 
* t 
-- 
( 14) y* sr q* + T 
- 
T(Y) + o(y)e ia(x - ct) T; - 
Coefficients of viscosity of the gas 
* -+ 
* 1 - * 
Cl1 = C l l  + C r l  WI(Y) + mr(s)e i a b - c t )  P I C  
Thermal conductivity 
1 ia(x - ct) ,* ; P ~ Y )  +xk(~)o CP %, 
Wave numbor of tho dfsturbmco 
Phaso velocity of t h o  disturbance 
Spocific heat at constant v o l m  
Spocific hoat at constant p r o e s w  
Gas constant por gram 
Acooloration duo to gravity (in tho nogativo direction of tho y-axis) . . - -. - 
- 
Froude number 
(25) 
RbgndX&s auiitier 
(26) 
Mach number 
Prandtl number 
- 
- 
- - 
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Dirneneionloss quant i t ies  
-- -- - 
- . -- 
Remarks; For the case of the boundary l ~ e r ,  the boundary-layer thick- 
ness 8 w i l l  i n  general be taken t o  bo the character is t ic  len&th; . f o r  
some pwgoses, the displacemsnt thiclrness 6= w i l l  be usod. A bar over 
a quantity denotes average value, a dash &notes fluctuation; and the 
subscript ( ), denotes f r e e  stream value in  the caoe of the boundary 
W e r .  The subscripts and ' 5  denote the roalandimaginarg 
- .. . 
parks of quantity, respectivsly.  . - -  . . - 
-- . . - .- 
I - ~~ THEORY . - 
1. The General Equations of Disturbance 
.- 
. - 
The general equations of disturbance f o r  a perfect  gas which is 
.- flowing p a r a l l e l  o r  nearly paYlallel t o  a,given direct ion w i l l  now be he- 
. . 
-... .- 
rived. A s  hizs been explained, only two-dimensional motions with two- 
- -- dimensional disturbances w i l l  be considered. - - 
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With tho systom of notation explained above, and with positivo y-axis 
pointir! vertically upward, tho gonor4 opuations for two-dimnsional 
motion of a perfect gas nay be written as follows: . - -  -- - 
(a) EquatJons of motion, 
- - -  - . - - 
.. . 
av* b* av* + u * + v * -  (2) - 
ax? 
- - 
at* 
(b) Equation of continuity, 
a ~ *  a 
- 
a + - (P*u*) + - (p*v+) = 0 
at* ax.. b* 
( c )  Equation of onorgy, I 
* * + * . . p*Cv -& + +*@ + ~ 1 g } = ( T &  ~ & + P T ~  E w  + Tm cyy) {at* ax* as" 
a a* a a* +-(2-1.- ax* ax* ay* (f-) &* 
(a) Equation of state, 
C 
In these equatlons, ' E fbL, E&, tb are the components of the rate-of - 
- strain teneor, and 7&, T&, 7 yy are the components of the stress 
4 tensor. They are defined as followe: 
* '  a; 2 
r* YY = - 3 + -+-(N: - ,& (=+ =') 
as" 3 ax" as* 
The coefficients of viscosity p: and and the coefficient of . .- 
heat conductivity k; are essentially functions of temperature. Hence, , 
there results a eyeten of five differential equations for the five 
- 
variables p*, T?, P*, u*, v*. - -- -- - 
Consider a mtion which is slightly disturbed from a steady state. 
Then it is convenient to separate any quantity Q*(x*, y*, t") into a - 
steady-state part G* (I*, p), and a raoall disturbance &*'(r+, p, t*) 
. - - , . . . . 
Q*(x*, y*, t*) = $(P, Y*) + Q*'(x*, Y*, tX) (8) 
By substitutiw expressions of the type (8) for each of the variables 
into (1) to (7), remembering that the steady-&ate parts satisfy those 
- -- 
equations by themselves, and, finally, neglecting terms quadratic in 
. the emall disturbance, the following system of eqmtions of disturbance 
ie arrived at: 
a;* au* au*' + ,, - 
- ( ax* "3 ,+. (;* - + g Y 8 -  at* ay* ax* + .* 5) 
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ax* as* 
,* ' * f 
= -  
at* 
where 
. 
and 
Z 
* 
* = - *  * ' +.(:;:$ aU"' T x x  + ~~~) ax* +: {(G:--.L;)(- ax" +") as" 
+ (P:!, - Zt) (5 + 31 , \ 
4 
Further, t h i s  investigation w i l l  be reetr icted t o  flows which m e  
paral lel  o r  nearly garal lel .  By nearly parallel flows is &)ant flows - 
- where the boundary-layer approximation 38 applicable. Thus, if  the main --  
flow is nearly paral lel  t o  the ~* -ax i s ,  - 
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- 
 elations of this type, of course, do not hold f o r  the disturbances.) 
By considering only a Local region, say cround x* = x*,, and lntroduc- 
ing the boundary-layer approximation, the flow i s  regarded as esaen- 
. . --- . . 
tially parallel, with every mean quantity $ e v a l ~ t c d  a t  x* = I#,. =4 
Thus, f o r  parallel o r  nearly pa ra l l e l  flows, the d i f f e ren t i a l  equations 
- 
of disturbance do not contain x* and t* expl ic i t ly  and an attempt 
maq be made t o  f ind  solutions of the type 
. 
Indeed, every q w t j - t y  w i l l  be reAuced . t o  a dinensionless form i n  
accordance with the ~chema lierted (~3.s.i; of symbols); f o r  example, 
For the present, the additional r e s t r i c t ion  of uniform f ree  stream 
velocity a:, tem-perature f!:, anand so forth, vlll be retained. Then the .- 
f ina l  dimensionle-9.6 .and l inea r t  zed equations f o r  tho esrplitudes &f mall 
J 
disturbances I n  h, para l l e l  o r  nearly para l l e l  mmin f l o v  as f o l l o w :  
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i ( w  - c)r + p(cp ' + if) + p'cp = 0 
Y 1 t 
+- {pl(el' - a%) + ( m l ~  ) + pL* 
Rcr, C 
- - 
--- 
- 
The following two dimsnsionless equations for wan quantities should 
also be noted: .. . . 
- .  
Equation of state, 
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Equation of static pressure gpdier).t across the bo- w e r ,  
--. 
..- - 
- 
In all these equations, and in all subsequent equations, a dash denotes 
differentiation with respect to the dAmensionless variable y, and 
should not-be conn~cted with the idea of a fluctwtion. For example, 
while the fluctuation m is given by .- 
Note that in (18) a characteristic velocity has been used aB the 
reference variable. Thie stresses the role of the inertial forces. In- 
deed, the simultaneous comparison of the inertia forces with pressure - - 
' and gravitation, as enbodied in the Mach number 
and tho Froude number 
', 
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makes it difficult to consider the limit of small inertial forces 
0 For in such a limiting case, the phenomenon ia essentially 
governed by qressure and gravitational forces, which both became in- 
finitely large compared with the reference inertial force. In aero- 
dynamical problems, however, thie limiting caae is not of imp~rkance~ 
Mathemat$call~i speaking, a siqglarity is brought into (20) if thB 
neighborhood of F = 0 is considered.. Thus, it is possible to study 
only the case of a small Mach number. The limit of vanishing Mach num- 
ber and vanishing Froude number can be considered only when r = 0. 
These statements will become clearer after reading the detailed discus- 
sions in section 3. 
To study the case of an extremely large Mach number, on the other 
hand, it would be more convenient to use the stagnation or "rest" val- 
ues of pressure, density, and temperature as characteristic measures, 
rather than the free stream values. 
2. Analytical Nature of the System of Equations 
of Disturbance and Its Solutions 
The system of equations of disturbance (19) to (23) consists of - 
five linear equations in the five varlablee f, 9, n, r, 8 ,  with p, -.  
P, T, w supposedly kn~wn fram the steady-state solutions. Before 
apply* this system to any definite problem, it is necessary to how 
clear13 its analytical nature; for example, the number of sets of link 
early Independent solutions It possesses must be Insown. It is alao 
desirable to know the generaS dytical nature of the solution5 in 
the variable y and in the parameters M2, F2, Rj a, and C.  Irr all 
these discussions of ana&flical nature, both the variable y and the 
parameters will be regarded aa complex. 
- .- -- . .- 
To settle these gueations, it Zs convenient to choose a number of 
new variables Z . . . Zn and rewrite the system into the form 
- -  a$ - ' Ail (I) Zj (i = 1, 2, . . ., n) 
* J=3. 
where A ij, are known funcljions of y. Since (lp), (201, and (22) 
involve the second derivatives of f, cp, and 8 ,  it seema desirable . 
t t 
t o  choo~e the s ix  dependent variables as f ,  9, O ,  f ', rp , 8 . In 
t h i s  w q , ~  the equations can be se t  equivalent to six equations of 'the 
type (281, i f  r and n are supposedly solved algebraically from (21) 
and (23) . It is seen, therefore, that the system of five eq.liations (19) 
t o  (23) is actually equivalent t o  9 homogeneous l inear differential  
Y equations of the f i r s t  order, and there m e  six linear* independent 
7 
solutions. 
. However, thLs choice of the dependent variables is  not sati&ac- 
a tory. It leads a t  once t o  the suspicion that  the eolutims have 
sin&ularlties at the point where w = c. For, i n  solving fo r  r from 
(21) a singularity i e  introduced in to  the coefficients AIJ(y) of the 
-. .
system (28). m s i c d ~ y ,  the solutions  mot have such a singlzlaritg 
f o r  real values of y. Hence, it is neceeeeqy that  such a s i n g ~ h r i t y  
ba only a p p e n t .  Inbed, t h i s  can be shown to be true by a new choice 
- 
of the depndent variables. 
- -- .- a-. 
-. .-- 
To be more preclee, l e t  it be assumed that  the known functions w, 
. 
I 
p, p, T are analytio function8 of y and of the par-%ere b12, - 
-P' 
n e s e  functions be regarhd as independent of the Reynolde nmiber 
R, when the characterigtic length 2 is properly chosen. mis assump- 
t ion ie related t o  the bol;xtc?~zy-lgyer approximation, an5 is  thorefore 
accurate up t o  the a m  order. For example, f o r  the Blasius profile, it 
is  accurate up t o  the order of 6 ,  6 being the thickness of the 
b o u n w  l ~ e r ,  
Now choose the system of dependent variables 
Then, a t  once, 
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The equation (23) becomes 
which nakes it possible t o  eliminate the variable r tdthput increasing 
the order of the hiff  e r e n t i a l  equations and without i n t r o b c i n g  aay 
. . 
singularity.  Then from ( lg ) ,  (21), asld (23), solve f o r  Z 2, Z 9, and . 
Z \  , which, when reduced w i t h  the help of ' (30) t o  (32) a re  s q u s t i o ~ s  
OP t l ~ e  type (28) with ~ ~ ~ ( y )  r e w a x  in  both y eM the parameters. 
- 
- - 
The equation f o r  Z, is - - -  - 
- - -  
- - 
but the other two equations a re  too longthy t o  be written out expl ici t ly .  
They are of the following general nature: . ... . . -  
- - -  -- 
where O(1) denotes a linear function of Z  , . . , Z trhich 3.8 of the 
order of mi ty i n  the parameter R and is regular in the p&ramter M? . - 
- -  .- 
18 
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t - .  
The differential equation for  Z , must be obtained from (20) i n  a 
!I 
sl ightly different manner. It i s  necesoary f i r s t  t o  eliminate cp by 
using (33) and then solve for  n ' = H22;. There is  obtained 
- 
where O(1) has the earns general meaning aB before. It is no$ed.that the 
laa-t; step is the only dlvision involved i n  thlsprocess of e l idnat ion.  
T ~ u B ,  UIlb88 .- 
(which i s  not possible fo r  R \ >> l), the  8ystem of diff'erentlal e& 
tiona (30) t o  ( 3 6 )  i s  regular i n  y and i n  the' pa.reslsters. But since 
the regularity breaks'darn f o r  inf ini te  R and for R satisfying (37), 
any ex@nsion of the solution as a p m r  series In R mst be i n  the 
1 . -  - form of Laurent series. In tho parameters ,-- and $, t h e  coeffi- P2 . . .---- 
cients are entire functione; i n  the parameters a and c, they are . . 
analytic i n  a region including the origin. 
From the general existence proof of the eolutione 09 linear differ- 
en t ia l  equations by mane of euccessive approximations, it is clear that  
these properties of the coefficients persist  in the s~ lu t ions .  That is, 
there e x i ~ t s  a fundamental system of g&solutions ~ ~ ( 3 ;  M , 1/Jf2, 
R, a, c )  (I = 1, ' 2, 3, 4, 5 ,  6) which are analytic functions of 
y and of the pazamsters. - -
Now consider a few limiting cases: (1) 0 (2) 1/p -+ 0, 
( 3) R -3- ca . As diicussed at the end of section 2, if fi -+ 0 by 
. .. 
- 
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- -   
making the velocity u 0, then and R apBroach zero at We 
s a m  time. This ie certainly not what the authors wish to discuss. Rath- 
er, they are thinking of ,the solutions Zi as expanded in parer 
.. 
series of the peramsters, say, 
. - - 
. -- 
and retaining only the zeroth o&r t e r m  as an approximation. T h i s  
proceas is valid so long as M2 is sufficiently small compred with 
. . -- . . -. . . - 
unity, while both F2 and TI are of their u ~ k  ma@itudes (namely, 
much larger than unity).. For comezlience, the mathematical process 
- - 
M2 -+ 0 'will still be preserved. But this must not be confused w i t h  . .  
. .. - . . .  . - 
any phyeical requirement that 6: --$ 0 or - , the latter - 
being in contradiction wj.th the equation of state. . The llmiting case 
R -+- CD is an asymptotic approximation asd. will be dealt with more 
carefully below. -. . . - . . 
Case C.1) + 0 With the relation (24) in mind, the equations 
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+ - d a s w f  + ~ p i ~ '  + 2  (PZ - p = ) ( ~ '  + i f ) }  
R !_ 3 .. 
i (w - c ) r  + p(cpt + i f )  -I-, 0'9  = 0 ( 41) 
The f a c t  t ha t  equation (25) reauces t o  p' = 0 indicates t h a t  the pav- . - - - 
i t a t i o n a l  f o r ~ e  i s  important i n  these pzboblems only i n s o f a r - a e  the - 
buoyancy corresponding t o  density f luctuat ions is concermd and not in  
connection with the determination of mean denaity dis t r ibut ion.  - 
- - 
This s e t  of equation8 (39 )  t o  (43) i e  a i r fa rent  from th-.:; used by 
Schlichting (reference 7 ) ,  who neglected temperature var iat ions but in- 
cluded density var iat ions.  I n  h i s  case, (42) y ie lds  the condl.tion of 
incompressibility 
- 
-- 
and (41) becomes 
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He also made certain other mlnor reductions in (39 )  and (4.0). The $18- 
tificatior of Schlichtingls assumptions is not obvious. Also, his 
complete equation of disturbance (equation (11)) p . 319, ref erenco 7) . 
has a singulmity at the point where the phase velocity is equal to tho 
. - 
mean velocity of the flow. This gttres rise to multiple-valued aolutlona, 
to which it is difficult to assign a proper physical interpretation. 
Reduction to the equation of Orr and Somrfeld for an homogenepus 
-- 
incompressible fluid,- This simple case is obtained from the 1imitJ.w 
case of zero Mach number with the additional reqr~irements_that he mean' 
- 
pressure, mean temperature, a d  man density are constants. These COIL 
ditions c~ hold only in the case where there is no conduction of heat 
across the boundaxies. Otherwise, there must be a finite tomperaturo 
gradient at the boundary. When p, p T are constants, indeed 
y = P = T = 1; then the equations (41j to (43) give Z 
- 
i(w - c)r + (pl+ if) = 0 ( ~II.) 
Multiplying (46) by 0 , addjng the correoponding cowlex conjugate, and 
integrating between the boundaries along the real axis of the y-plane 
give a . - 
., Y2 Ys 
- -- - 
- - 
-- 
- 
i 
. - 
3.f tho boundary condCtiom a r o  = 0 at both ~~surrdar?-ea. Th11e- t h e  - - 
. - : 
- - 
nolmtion of (46) is-not i d e n t ~ c n ~ ~ -  z s ~ o  o a v  when . . .= 
- - 
. -. 
A 
. . .  . 
- 
- 
. . 
. . 
. .- 
- .. 
. .. 
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Thus, if the main interest  is i n  the l i m l t  of s tab i l i ty  (ci changing 
sign), only the solution e = 0 need be considered. Then r = 0 by 
(45), asld the epmtios (44) reduces t o  
I 
cp' 4- i f  = 0 , (4-44 
The equations (19) and (20) then become 
Eliminatiw cu from these equation8 eund then substituting f from 
( 4k), the equation of and Sommerfeld is  o'qit;ained. 
Case (2) F2 j o,. In th i s  case, a l l  the equations (19) to  (25) 
remain unaltered, except that the terms in 1/r2 should be dropped from 
(20) e;nd (25). This is  the case which dl1 be discussed more i n  detai l .  
Case ( 3) R -3 CO, In  th i s  case, the equations (19) t o  (23) boconae 
. - . - - . . - 
- 
i(w - c ) r  + p(qt + if) i. p'cp = 0 
23 
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p {  i(w - c )  0 + T1cp )= - ( r  - l)pT(qt,  + if) 
The equations (24), (25) remain unchanpJed. 1% is  t o  bo noticed t h ~ t  the 
orders of the d i f ferent ia l  equations are  reduced. This is  consistent 
with the Fact that the solutions have an essent ia l  singularity a t  
- - R = m. 
W t e r  the elimination of f ,  n, r, 8 ,  the f i n a l  d i f ferent ia l  
equation f o r  cp reads -- 
-- - 
where L (cp), is a 1l.war expression i n  cp i n v o l v i a ~  rp* and cp. . .- 
- 
The boundary-value problems . - For a givan phyaicab problem, there -- 
-- 
are  usually aesociated certain '  boundary conditions on the b ie t~rb&ce.  . , - 
For example, f o r  flow between fixed pa ra l l e l  plates,  the velocity dis- 
turbances must vanieh a t  these plates .  Also, i f  these p la tes  are 
insulators,  the temperatwe gradient must be zero. In  general, thoro- 
. . . -  - ---- 
fore,  it ms~i be expected t h a t  s i x  boundary 'conditions w i l l  be sat isf ied:  . 
Since there are  six homogeneous liqear d i f f e ren t i a l  squat3.ons in  elx . - -- . - 
variables, there i s  a characteristic-value problem if  the boundaq 'con- - -- 
al i ions  are  a lso  homogeneous. L e t  . 
' represent  a complete system of jx& solutions, and l e t  the boundary 
.. 
conditions be 
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where Lk LEI a homogeneou~ lineeu: function. Then if the solution is 
there results 
Hence, there follows the secular equation 
where 
If equation (59) can be solved for c, tbere results J 
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For real values of u, .R, I8 and 1 / ~ ~ ,  it ie convenlent to split 
(61) into its  ma^. and. imaginary parts, 
!Ihe condition ci = 0 gives the limit of stability. 
For Incompressible fluids without the effect of gravity, plot the 
curve ci(a,~) = 0 in the a-R y$ane. . Here, it has to be done for a 
. -2 
series of values of @ and 1/F . 
Continuous characteristfc values.- In case one of the condltlons 
.. - (56) is absent (cf. the case of "supersonic dieturbances1'in a boundary 
- 
layer, sec . 5)) no such relation as (61) exists, and a solution satisPy- 
ing the remaining five boundary conditions (and certain other conditions 
of boundedness) can always be found. 'This is the case of "continuous 
characteristic values." The physical significance a€' such solutions 
will be discussed as the case turns up. . - 
3. Solution of the System of Differential Equations 
.by Method of Successive Approximations 
The exact solution of the system of differential equations (19) to 
(23) or rather (30)) (31), and (33) to (36) is almost impossible. W L t h  
the appearance of the -11 parameter 1 it seems desirable to use , . - 
the mthoB of successive approximations. The general plan of solution 
. 
will be exactly the same as in the case of an incompressible fluid (ref- - 
erence 1) . Two methods of solution are possible, the fir& using con- 
vergent series & the second. using asymptotic series. - 
... - 
26 
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(1) Solution by means of convergent series .- In the first method, 
. . 
introduce the gar-ter 
and the new variable 
. q = (Y - yC)/e where w ( Y ~ )  E C 
. 
.The a q u a t i 6  (301, (31), and (33) t o  (36) then take the following l o r n :  
- 7  - 
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. The average quantities w, p, T, and so forth, are to  be regarded as 
expaslbsd i n  Twlor t s  seriB8 in  the neighbwhood of w = c; thus, 
- 
P = pC + P ; ( E ~ )  + . . , etc  . 
(1n general, attach the subscript c t o  denote q u t i t i e s  at the c r i t i -  
cal  layer a r e  w = c.)  The coefficients of the system of equatiom 
(66) t~ (7k) are therefore converge~lt power series in E so long as the 
pawer eeries (72) are convergent and the condition (37) is not violated. 
A n  attempt can then also be made,to obtain a fundamental system of solu- 
tions as  power seriee of e. A consultation of equations (66) t o  (71) 
shows that  the solutions should be of the following forms: 
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(I. 
z1 = x!o)(?) + e x1 (7)  + . . . 
Now, substitute equa;tiop (73) in equations ' (66) to (71) and CQm''m2e the 
coefficients of different powerre of s .  The initial approxinmtion gives 
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Dropping the superscript zero and recallin& the defini t ions (29) and 
(73) gives, t o  the i n i t i a l  appmximFLtion, 
which sa t i s fy  the equations 
where u, is the  kinematic viscosity coefficient P and 0 is 
the  Prandtl number. 
The higher approximations givd xtonhomogeneous equations, 'which a re  
too conqlicated t o  be wri t ten out i n  de ta i l .  The ho o eneous p a r t s  of . - 
t o e equations a re  the came as (74) t o  (79) with X r O y  replaced by 
. . 
xfn7 ( i  = 1) 2, . . . 6) . .  he inhomogenedua pa r t  consists of functions 
of lower ordera and is theref ore b o r n .  Thus, ' if the  equations (74) t o  (79) can be solved, these equation0 f o r  higher approximatione can a11 
. . 
be solved by means of quadratures. . . 
If X, is eliminated from (81) by means of (82) and (83)) a 
d i f f e ren t i a l  equation of the s l x t h  order is obtained f o r  X1, which 
w i l l  give six independent solutions; The corresponding function X3 .. - - 
and X, can then be obtained from (83) and. (82). This is  f a i r l y  com- 
plicated; fortunately, the  case where the  Froude number 5s very large 
is of in te res t .  ~ h u s ,  a s  an i n i t i a l  approx-tion, (81) nay be re-  
duced t o  
the  solutions of which a r e  
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where 
Apparently, three ~olutiona are missing. These can be supplied by 
The reason these solutions are not trivial will be clear when the cor- 
reepond- functions X, and X, axe worked out below. 
From (831, it is clear that the functions X3 corresponding to 
(85) are 
The functions corresponain@F to (8'7) are . .- - 
. . 
Corresponding to eaoh f'unction x3, there are two particular - 
integrals X5 obtainable from (82) . These are expres~ible in quadra- 
tures i n v o l m  ~an~cel functione, for the ~eft-hand side of (82) has 
. .  . - 
the solutione 
IMecdj the sets of functions (XI,, X3S, XBS) , ( X I 6 f  X3=, xSB) form 
two set8 of solutions of (81) to (83), and it now becames clear that 
(87) is not trivial. 
. - 
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Next, the  asymgtotic solutions w i l l  be etudied, and the  convergent 
solutions w i l l  be discussed l a t e r  when the boundary conditions a r e  con- 
s idered . 
(2) Solution by means of asymptotic series.-  Analogous t o  the  ln- 
compressible Case, two asymptotic solutions are obtainea-by the  most 
na'ive method of exganding the  s-olutions I n  powers of (&)'I. In the  
present caae, the  i n i t i a l  approximation gives the  inviscid equation (54), 
which is of the second order, The equations f o r  sucoessive higher ap- 
proximRtioner a r e  inhomogeneous; the  homogengous p a r t  is of the  same form 
as (54), while the inhomogeneous pa r t  is re la ted  t o  funct iow of lower 
orders. Hence, the integrat ion of aJ.1 the d i f f e ren t i a l  equations cas be 
done i n  terms of quadratures, as soon as (511.) is solved. ' 
Four other asyaq?totic solutions a r e  obtained by putting 
i n  (30) t o  (36), where 
while g is  independent of (a l l ) .  The i n i t i a l  approximtions are 
Each of these sets contains two solutions. From these expressions, it 
appears that the solutions are mltiple-valued. Actually, they are valid 
only for certain regions of the complex plane determined by camparing t I 
them with the asymptotic expansions of the convergent solutions (85) to 
. .- (9) . Analogous to the incompressible case, the asymptotic expressions 
. hold when (of. equation (5.4) of reference 1 ) 
~Fmultaneously. If c is very close to a real number, this mean6 that 
the expressions ( 9 3 ) )  (94) represent eolutions In a ~ 0 ~ o c t e d  region 
which contains at least a substantial portion of the real axis. This 
- fact will be seen to be of significance in discussing the boundary-value 
- .. 
problems. 
Similar considerations hold for the solutions of the inviscid equa- 
tions. These solutions appear to possess a logarithmic sin&v.larity at 
. . .  
the point w = c .  As in the incompressible case, the asynptotic expan- 
sions of the convergent solutions bring these eolutions into correspond- 
-. -- 
ence with XS3 and %4 , and the restrictiorm (B) explain this appar- 
ently multiple-valued nature of the solutions. - 
.-. .. 
- - 
Analogous to the incompreseible case, there are points on the real 
- 
axfs where tho asymptotic solutions fail in the case of damped dis- 
I1 turbances. These are inteqreted as inner viscous layers," where the 
effect of viscosity is not negligible no matter how large the RewoSS 
number is. Considering ths conditions (95), it is seen that there a r e ,  
- - in general, four of them. For the lines - - 
I - 
--  
Intersect the real axfa in f o w  points, if u is not a constant and 
ci < 0. These are the points where the inviscid solutions fail. The 
- - - - 
four points reduce to the single point yc when c is real, and-there 
. .- 
is no intersection when ci > 0. Hence, the four inner viscous 'layers ' 
codesce into one in the. case of neutral &isturbances and disappear 
completely for self-excited disturbances. The si@ifLcance of these re- - 
sulta for the studieer in pa* I1 is also,similar to that in the incam- - 
.. .-.- 
pressible case. 
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4. Boundary-Value Problem 
Having obtained the solutio~l~l in convergent series of a and in 
asymptotic series, the boundary-value problems discussed briefly in eec- 
tion 3 will now be enlarged uzon. The physical requirements give rise to 
certain mathematical conditione on the real axG of the conrplex ?-plane. -- 
In general, the boundary conditions.for the velocity disturbances are 
independent of the telnpemture disturbances. For exmqle, for flow in a 
channel with walls at yl and y, the boundary conditions 
must be dcisfied whatevek. the conditions on the temperature disturb- 
- 
antes may be. These conditions are identically satisfied by the solu- 
tions XiS aRd Xis., to the proper degree of approximation. Thus, the 
quantities Ljk defined by (60) vaaish if j = 5,6 and k = 1,2,3,4 
(say). Hence, condition (59) reduces to 
The characteristio-value problem therefore does not explicitly depend on 
the temperature disturbances in the initial approximation. Indeed, after 
the tiemperature disturbance corresponding to the characteristic oscilla- 
tions has been determined, it is always. possible to eatisfy the boundary 
conditions for the temperature disturbances by including a suitable lin- 
ear cambination of the solutions X,, and Gs. The corresponding ve- 
locity disturbances are identically zero and will therefore not interrere 
with the boundary conditions imposed upon X, and X Such a situa- 
tion is in general tke case. The chamcteristic-value -problem theref ore 
becomes very similar to that in the case of the incompressible fluid. 
Two inviscid solutions ' f , cp,,, are derived from (54) and two viscous . 
solutions from (85) and t@) : . .. - 
As eqlained in the last section, the asyqtotic solutions hold in a, 
connected region containing most points of the real axis except a 
neighborhood of the point yc. Thus, there will be no difficulty in 
using the solutions fLj2, qlr2 for the discussion of bqundary-value 
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problems. The hath leading from one boundary point to another lie6 es- 
sentidly in the lower half plane. 
-. 
Now, let these results be applied to the case of the boundary layer. 
Begin by making a careful invest$gation of the boundary conditions, At 
the wall the conditions f = (p = 0 hold. However, f may be replaced 
by a l i m y  combination of g, and q ' .  In th:, case of the viscous so- 
lutions, q, , + + if,, h = 0, so that f ,, = irp ,,,. For the inviscid so- 
lutions, the rehtion 
- 
holds (equations (49) to (53)). At the wall, w = 0, and 
.. .. . - 
-. 7- -- 
. .  Thus, the condition that f vmishes at the wall may be replaced-by the 
condition that a linear conbination of q : , ~  ,q: , ., and TI,, vanisbe. - 
Analogous to the incompressible caae (cf. equation (6.8) of 'refer- 
ence 1) , the condition of boundedness at infinity rulea out the solutions 
f, and . It is convenient to take the lower limit of integration in 
f, and q3 a ~ c o ;  Then, these solutions vanish rapidly as y +a. 
Thus, for y 1, the inviscid solutions d~mimte. In the inconpress- 
ible case, the ~nviscict.s&tztfbns behtrve like ekmW. The condition of - . .- 
- - 
boundedness therefore .leads to rp - e-aSI. This is conveniently eqress- 
ible as - 
In the present case, a corresponding condition must be established. 
However, the situation turns out to be more complicatql. Consider the . . .  - -- 
equation 
obtained from (54) by drosping tEe term in $. Ae will be diacussed 
- 
more in detail in part 11, the behavior of the solutions as y -+ 
is given by . . . . - - 
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where l3 is uniquely hetermined if a cut is drawn along the negative 
real axis of the coqlex 0-plane.. Then, it is clear that tho real part 
of B is always positive if n ie.not on the cut, apd hence the solu- 
tion cp - e+py must be rejected. Thus, there results the condition 
This reduces to the incompressible case if M i= 0. If $2 lies on the 
- .  
cut (O = cr < 1 - i), the situation is more complicated. The eituation 
will become clearer only &er a thorough investigation of the inviscid 
problem (seo'; 7). 
- -- 
2 
Except in the case 1 - ( 1  - c 0 the characteriatic-value 
problem is therefore almost the same as that ,in the incompressible fluid. 
The characteristic values are given by the determjsantal relation 
yz being the coordinate of the "edge" of the boundary layer. Strictly 
speaking, the value +m shoulrf be substituted for 72. Bowever, for 
-. 
y > ya, the solution of (101) is practically identical with $BY, 
T b s ,  it is a good approximation to m o s e  equation (103) for y = y2, - ,  
Naturally, the larger the thickness of the boundary layer is taken, the 
better is the approximation. .- -. - 
- .- 
The determlnantal equetion nay be written in the form 
i . - 
.- . . .. --. 
I 
(4'1 g21 9 3 1  
1 1 t 
T191, + M7r, 6911 Tz9.21 + M2W: C(PE!l 
q31 T1 - M*C~ TL - Id2c2 
t t 
g12 + BCPl2 922 + mz2 0 
. . 
= 0 
- - 
where 91 and (pa are any two laear independent solutions of (101)~ and 
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where ~ ( z )  is the function of Tietjens (ref erenoa ll) - 
with 
. .- 
ql being the value of q at y = yl, the solid boundary. The function 
E (a, c,M*) depends only on the Lnvisciq solutiom, and is given by 
, - -  - 
. - 
- --- 
The manner in which the viscosity coefficient enters the final equa- 
tion (106) is noteworthy. As conqpared with the incompressible case, it 
mounts only to a change of the definition of z.  By referrin& to (LOG), 
(641, and (65), it is seen that this amounts to the replacement of R by 
R/vlc. This meam that the Reynolds number defined h~ tern of the free 
stream velo'cits and the kinamatic viscosity coefficient at the critical 
layer (instead of that in the free stream) is the quantity governing sta- 
bility phenomena. This point must be kept in mind whenever it is neces- 
sary to compare a case of hanogeneow temperature with a case of inhomo- 
geneous temperature. Greater detail will be given in diecussing the 
stability problem in a real fluid (pk . ,111) .
In the case 1 - ~ ~ ( 1  - c)' < 0, it is possible, of couree, also to 
ilnpose the boundary condition (103), with P imaginary. The same equa- 
tion (108) holds. But the general discussion of the physical signifi- 
cance of the solutions is more complicated. It will be discussed more in 
detail in part 11. * . . . .- . . - 
The inviecfd case. In the limit of infinite Reynolds number, the 
the relation (106) becomes 
- 
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This corresponds to a eolution of (101) with the boundary .conditions 
Conaideration of thie boundary problem g i v e t h e  asymptotic behavior of 
the' relation ( 65 ) in tho f o w  
This will be discussed fully in the next part. 
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I1 - STABILITY IN AN INVISCID FLUlD 
5. General Considerations 
It has been shown that, in the Umit of infinite Reynolds numbers, 
the problem can Be treated with viscosity ne@;lected, provided proper care 
be given to the inviscid solutipns. Such investigations will naturally 
give some infometion to the stability problem in a viscous and conductive 
fluid. Indeed, th5 complete calculation of characteristic values, in par- 
ticular, of the Umit of stability, can be carried out, once the lnviscidt 
solutions are known. It ie therefore advantageous to study the inviscid 
case as a prelude to the actual case, with the expectation that certain 
- 
. . 
important chmacteristics may be obtained. 
- 
However, it must be noted that the results obtained in this case can- 
not be a~pl::.sd dr.roct3.y to the viscous case without modification. Thus, if 
only stable (dmed and neutral) disturbances can exist for a given flow in 
an inviscid fluid, it cannot be concluded that unehble disturbances cannot 
exist under the action of viscosity. Bowever, if mutable di~turbances ex- 
ist in the inviscid case, the flaw wiil still be anstablo when viscosity is 
taken into account.. Far if the continuous dependence of ci on R is con- 
sidered, it ia evident that ci c m t  remain less than or equal to zero 
for all finite values of R and still become positive as R becomes infi- 
nite. . .- .. .. .- 
This investigation will begin with a careful study of the ahalytical . 
nature of the solutions, especially for y becoming infinite. It is - 
found that the disturbance there takes the form of progressive waves out- 
side the boundary layer. For more detailed discussions of their propertiee , 
it is found convenient to classify the disturbancee as "subsonic, " "sonic," 
or "supersonic" when the x-component of the phaae velocity of the disturb- 
ance relative to the free-etream velocity is less than, equal to, or 
greater than the mean speed of sound in the free stream. 
- 
The amplitudes of these waves go to zero as an exponential function of 
the distance from the solid boundary, except in the case of neutral super- 
- 
sonic disturbmces. To an observer moving with the velocity of the free 
stream, the waves are propagating opposite to his direction of motion for 
neutral subsonic di~turbances. For a general disturbance, tho direction 
of propagation is inclimd outward If the wave is amplified and inward if 
it ie damped. For the neutral supereonic disturbances, there may exist 
both an incident wave and a reflected wave with fin genera,l) non-vanishing 
anrplitudes at infinity. - 
.Armlogous to the inconpressible case, an attempt is made to establish 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of certain tmes of 
disturbance. But a consideration of energy relations is found to be ex- 
tremely helpful. Thie is carried out in section 8. . - 
.-. . 
- 
In the case of neutral or slightly noGneutral subsonic disturbances, 
the physical situation for the compressible fluid must be quite similar to 
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the situation i n  the limiting case of an incc~npressible fluid. There- 
fore, it should be possible to obtain a general cri terion fo r  the exist- 
ence of sl ightly q l l f i e d  subsonic Inviecid &isturba;nces, analogous to 
the Rayleigh-Tollmien cri terion f o r  an incompressible f l u i d  (sec. 9 ) .  
After such a cri terion i s  developed, mean velocity-tamperatme profiles 
could be readily classif ied according to thei r  relative, s t ab i l i ty  a t  very 
large Ruynolds numbers, and the effects of the compressibility and con- 
ductivity of a gas on the s tab i l i ty  of laminar boundary Layer fluw can 
be evaluated (sec. 11). 
In the case of neutral suparsonic disturbances, both incoming and 
outgoing waves may exist, with the amplitudes of' the incident and re- 
flected waves unequal i n  general. Except in the particular case of a 
pure neutral outgoing or inconing wave, there i e  therefore no chmacter- . 
i s t i c  - value problem; or  rather, the characteristic values are continuous, 
and not discrete. By ut i l iz ing the resu l t s  of the investigation of the 
enerw balance for a neutral inviscid d i e  turbance '(sec . 8) a general ex- 
pression w i l l  be obtained f o r  the r a t i o  of the energy carried out of the 
b o w  layer by the reflected wave t o  the energy brought into the 
boundmy- layer by the incident wave (sec. lo).. With the a id  of th i s  ex- 
pression f o r  the "refLectivity," at  ?.east a neceseary condition f o r  the 
existence of a pure neutral outgoing o r  incoming wave c w  be determinsd 
(sec. 10). 
6. The Equatiqn of Inviecid Disturbance asd the Analytical Nature of 
the InvSscid S o l u t i ~ n s  
In the limiting case of inf'inite Reynolds puniber and in f in i te  
Froude number, the distwbance equation f o r  cp reduce8 t o  the follow- 
ing l inear differential  equation of the second order (of. (101))-: 
(w-c )cpL-w'cp 
or, in the eelf-adjoint form, 
where 
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lthere is a l so  -the r e l a t ion  
The secaM. p a r t  of the Iwt equation may a lso  be written a8 . . . .. .- - 
Since the coeff ic ients  of the d i f f e ren t i a l  equation ( ~ 2 )  are ent i re -  
. - 
functions of the parameter a2, the. two par t icu lar  integrale r p l  and' 92 
of t h i s  equation must a l so  be en t i r e  functions of a2. Series bvelop- 
ments of ma (pg i n  powers of a2 are therefore uniformly con- . . 
vergent f o r  any f i n i t e  region of ay f o r  a f ixed value of ;gy except 
when y is a singular point  of the d i f f e ren t i a l  equation,l  
IP the se r i e s  development o = p(') + a% ('1 + . '. . is - 
subst i tuted in to  (112), two particulaul 'integrale c p l  a.nd (pa a re  obtsined -- 
by successive quadratwea. 
where 
'1t will be shown l a t e r '  (sec. 7b) that the point. st which T equal8 
2 
M~(w--C ) i e  only an apparent 'singularity of ( ~ 1 2 )  . The point y = yc 
and the point  a t  i n f in i ty  a re  the only t rue singt+exitles. . - 
. .- -- 
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and 
In these integrals,  the lower l i m i t  is taken at  the wall (g = pl) merely 
for convenienoe, 
In order that 91 and' (P;1 may be valid approxinstions to  the regular 
solut iors  of the complote disturbance equations (19) t o  (23) a l l  along the 
path of integration between the points y = y l  and y = y on .the r e a l  
axis, tha t  path nust l l e  wholly in  a regton i n  which the asymptotic ex- 
pansions of the regular so lu t iom f o r  large values of diR are  valid. 
The asymptotic expanoiorm of these solutions f o r  large values of ...@ 
. . 
hold only i n  the range defined by ( ~ - 7 ~ )  I<6 J 
=cwc 
1 4 3  R 
and. -7 *<rV-B{(--) (Y.d.*)}< (cf. (9)). 
Oonsequently, the path of integration between yl and y must be Wen 
below1 flie point y = yc. (see fig. 1.) 
1 Contrary t o  the statemnt mede by Tollmien (reference 4), the proper 
path must be taken below the point y = yc regardless of whether t h i s  
point l i e s  above, on, o r  below the r e a l  axis.  This question, which has 
been reecponsible f o r  a cer ta in  amount of confusion, was f i n a l l y  c l a r i f i ed  
reoently by C . C . L i n  (reference 1) . 
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-- 
- 
. -- 
It is now possible to define a region i n  the complex y-plane i n  which 
- the solutions 91 and c p  axe everywhere analytic in  the variable y 
and the parameters 8, c, and P. Consider the simply connected region 
R t  which includes the end-points y = yl and y = y2 but not the ( s i w -  
lar) poiht y = yc (fig.  2). The region R t  and the region S t  i n  tho 
neighborhood of the point y = yc can be made mutually exclusive. Pro- 
vided I ! ( ~ )  # 0 i n  the range yl < y < y2, the r e l a t ion  c = w ( ~ )  mpe 
the regions R'  and S f  i n  the y-plane in to  the rnutualb exclusive re-  . - 
gions R1' and S" Fn the complex c-plane. - 
-- - 
Lf y is now r e s t r i c t e d  t o  R f  and c t o  E", the coeff ic ients  of 
( 1 ~ )  are  aaalyt ic  functions of the variable y and. the parametere a2, 
c, and @, and the solutions cpl and Q m a t  a l so  be a l y t i c  func- 
t ions of (yl, a?, c, M~). SO far  as the characteristic-value problem 
is concerned, the lanalyticityl  of the solutions cpl and (pz i n  a s-ly 
. conni3cted region enclosing the boundary points y~ and .ya i s  assured. - -- . - 
~ n f o r t k a t e l y ,  t h i s  argument fai ls  when c = 0, because the singular 
point y = yc, w = 0 coincides with the point y 3 yl a t  the eo l id  
boundary, and the regions R t  and S t  camnot possibZy be mutually ex- 
clusive. This spec ia l  case w i l l  be discussed b r i e f ly  In  sectlons 9a and 
9b .- 
- 
7. Further Discusaions of .the Analgtical Na.t~zy;o of tho 3olutione; 
Their Behavior around the S i r g u l a x  Points of tho Different ial  Equation 
Although the ana ly t ica l  character of the solutione cpl and tpp in 
the region R  is  of g rea t  importance f o r  the characteristic-value problem, ' 
the behavior of (pl and cp2 i n  the neighborhood of the s-larities of .- 
(112) is equally important i11 the investigation of the physical ~ c h a n i ~ m  - 
of ins tab i l i ty .  
(a) S i n g u l a ~ i t y  a t  the Point w = c: .- 
. ... 
UhXese the 'quantity. vanishes, - - 
- 
the point y = yC i n  the complex y+lane, is a regular a i q u l a r i t y  of tho 
.- - 
d i f f e ren t i a l  equation (112). Since (w-c) and T a re  analytic functions 
of y everywhere i n  the f i n i t e  region of the complex y-plane, they can be 
developed in T q l o r  's aer ies  wound the point  y = yc (w = c ) ,  a s  follows: 
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. . 
Upon substituting the series develdpments (121) and (122) into (112) two 
~ineerlg. inaepenbent solutions and 9. vaia in ~e acinity og ths 
singular point y = y are obtained: 
where gl and & are analytic functions of (i - yc), aZ, c and 
and gl (0) = WC' # 0, g2 (0) = T~/T?~' jd 0. Theso two 80luti0- must .. . . ... 
be subjected to the earns restrictions (95) .ae the solutions (117) and 
(ll8). Consequently, in passing from RZ (y - yc) > 0 to RZ [y - YC) 
< 0, the correct path lies below the point y = y, and the proper . 
analytical continuation of (124) for (y - yc) < O  is - 
For the physical problem, of course, only the properties of the . - -- -- 
eolutions c p l  and g2 along the real axis m e  important. If oi > 0 - .  
(amplified disturbance) the point y = y, lies above the real axis, -and 
the solutions are regular along the real axis. -In -this case, the effect 
. . 
1 ,  
Bince f is related to cp by (II~), the diecontlnuity suffered by 
.- - 
Ibi {qn ;) in passing from (yYc) < 0 to (pyC) r 0 leads to a phase 
- - 
discontinuity in f, and it is this phase shift whlch makes possible %e -- - 
trassfer of energy from the mean flow to -the dieturbance, or vice versa 
( ~ m .  8). - -  - 
- 
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- 
of viscosity and c d n a u k t i ~ i t ~  on the disturbance i s  negligible in the 
interior  of the f lu id  fo r  very large Beynolds numbers. Howover, if 
ci< 0,  the inviscid solution (124) o m o t  possibly be valid a l l  along 
the r ea l  axis (fig. 1). If c, = 0 (neutral disturbance), there if3 a 
o r i t i c a l  layer of f lu id  a t  thsAPoint w = c i n  which th6 veloci- varies 
very rapidly (f - log I yqcI ), and i n  which, therefore, the viscoue - -  
forces must be taken into account even when the Reynolds number beco~laes 
indefinitely lasge . If ci < 0, (d.amppd aieturbance) , there m e  four 
. - . - - . - -  
such inner c r i t i c a l  laysrs, beoause tho l ines  rzrg 7~ * 
4 3  7~ a (fig. 1.1 M the l ines  ug J( %) (r+c I} - - 6' g' which delimit 1- U1c 
the region of validity of the solutions q)1 and q2, intersect the real 
-. 
axis i n  four points. 
- 
With t h e  aid of the equations of motion and the relations (115) and 
(1161, the physical situation in the neighborhood of the point w = c 
cas be made sti l l  clearer,  It 'is not d i f f i cu l t  to  show that the ra te  of 
. .- 
bhange'of the quantityr p*c* where 4" i s  -the vorticity, fo r  any two- 
dimeneional motlon in an inviscid, non-conductive oompressible f lu id  is  
given by the relation: - 
d dp* 1 8(px.,p*) 
- ( p ~ l * )  = 2 .p  -4- - 
at -x. at* p*b(x*, y") 
In the present case, if c = c,. then from (125) and the equaticme (49) ' 
to (53)) there is obtained 
that is, the transport of the quantity pwl across thg plane w = c 
must vanish. It w i l l  be shown l a t e r  (sec. 8) that  it is impossible fo r  
q(yc) = to vanish if q(y) ~ E I  a solutlon of the di~turbance eqcation 
. - - - 
%he quantity pXt*  I s  related to the density of angular mcwentum, 
-- 
.- 
(112) which sa t i s f i es  the boundary condition cp = 0 a t  the wall, If the 
value of c = cr is  chosen so that [ & (pwt ) ] # 0, then the ixans- 
w== 
port of pwt across the plane w = c can be balanced o n 9  by the diffu- 
eion of pwr through the action of viscosity. It can therefore be oon- 
cluded that a neutral disturbance f ree  from the effects  of viscosity i n  
the interior  of the f lu id  can exiet  only fo r  velooity-temperature prof ilea 
for- which d w ) = L ( )  = 0, a t  some point. 
ay w T' 
From the energy equa'cion (52), the relatfon ( ~ 6 ) ,  and (123), (124), 
. .. (124a), it appeazs that if c = cr (neutral disturbance), then 9 be- - - - -  - - 
comes indef ip i te ly  large as w+ c, y+ yc . Even if the quantity 
. -- 
vanishes, the conductiviiy of the f lu id  cannot be neglected 
. . 
- - 
in the v i o h i t y  of the p i n t  w = c unless 'Pf = 0, which is not gener- -- . . -. 
ally the case. However, the mathematical results obtained i n  part I in- -- 
dicate that  the influence of the conductivity' on the "viecous" solutions 
of the velooity oomponents-is only secondary fo r  Reynol6s nuaibers of the - 
order of magnitude of those encountered in most aerodynamic problem. 1 
.- (b) S i - ~ i t y  a t  the point T = M* (w ,- o12: 
In the case of the neutral supersonic disturbance, outside the 
boundary laysr, the rela5ive velooity betweela the mean flow and the x- 
component of the g h s e  velocity of the distrxbmce is always greater than 
the mean sorlic velocity.' A t  same point w i t h i n  the boundmy layer, the 
relat ive velocity must be equal to  the local mean sonic velocity a. 
T 
t h i s  point will be reached when (w4) 
* 
T . . 7 '  u*ough (y) + w ae T -+ M~ (w-c 12, by meane of a change i n  
/ 4 7, --- . . . . . - 
. 
dependent variables it is not d i f f i cu l t  to  show that  th i s  po?,nt I s  only 
an appwent singularity of the di f ferent ia l  equation (112). I f  the de- 
- 
X pendent variables m e  ahosen as 6> a d  -, rather than cp and cpt, 
P .. . - 
then by uti l izing (112) and (116), a new system of linear differential  
- - - --- 
equations of the first order is obtained: . -- 
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The only' singularities of epuations (128) and (129) occurt it the p a n t  
- 
. 
w = c and the point at infinity. So' far as the dieturbance is concerned, 
the physicR3 significance of the point T = M~ (w - c ) ~  lies only in the 
fact that it marks the point of transition between the supereonic and sub 
sonic fields of flow. 
. - - 
I) the point at *id For, the neutral sonic disturbance 
- 
M -- 
2 T (w - c) equals , moves out to infinity; (T + 1, w + 1, as y + co ). 
&12 
.- 
. .. 
The physical and mathematical is more difficult to investigate 
in this case, because equation (112) hae an eesential singularity at in, 
finity and the amtotic behavior of w(y) and ~(y) as y -3 a is - 
soslswhat complicated. In the next section, the behavior of the sonic die- 
.- 
turbance as 7-22 m will be discussed in some detail. . - 
Behavior of the =viscid Disturbance as y + a 
Boundary Condi tiona and the Character is tio-V%lue Problem : 
the disturbance equation '(U2)takos the 1Mting form 
- - 
Equation (130) has the solutions e -Py and eCPJ, where 8 = a 
and = 1 - ~ ~ ( 1  - c)~. It follows that the equation (112) has a funda- , 
*BY 
mental system of solutions behaving like e as y -> . To define - 
p uniqueu, it is neceaoary to introduce a "cut" along the negative real - 
2 > 
axis of the complex n-plane. Regardless of whether 1 - ~~(1-0~) 12 0, 
1- 
47 
I 
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. .- 
. - -. . - 
(subsonic, sonic, or  ~ u p e ~ s o t l i , ~  disturbance)' the r e i 1  p a r t  of P w i l l  be 
posit ive so long aa - A c arg (a )  < x. Since the physical conditions of 
. .. - 
the problem require that q must be bounded as y -+ a?, the solution 
e +" must be rejected. Tharef ore, t h i s  aolution p must behave like 
- ia(x-ct~) Solutfons of the type om, when combined with tJm fac tor  e 
. .. - 
evidently represent, progressive waves., bu t  it is necessary t o  be careful 
i n  d i s c u s s i ~ g  i ts  direct ion of propagation. A distur'bmce which is  Ero- 
pagated outmxrd with respec t t o  a f ixed oboorver a t  the wall is  actual ly  ' =---- 
- 
. an incident wave r e l a t ive  to an obselver moving with the v&locity of -the 
. -. - - - . . - 
mean flow outside the boundary layer, and vice 'versa.  This f a c t  cap be . . -- 
readi ly appreciated by referr ing to .  f igure 4. The. wave f ronts  imvFn@; ...----... ' 
ou.tward and a lso  downstream with a velocity Cr r e l a t ive  to  the w a l l  are 
.. . . 
overtaken by the observer.moving d ~ w n s t r e ~  with tho velocity 1 r e l a t i m  
to the mil. To such a moving'obeerver, these wave f ronts  appear t o  be . .- .. - 
. . . . . . -- propagating illw&rd. The tiitiuxtion 13 obviously reversed f o r  the wavo 
. - f ronts  moving inward and dometroah with respect t o  the -wa l l . .  The same . . 
. - 
conclusion can be reached, of courae, by referring t o  the analytical Form 
of the disturbance. A wave f r o n t  moving outward with respect  to  the f ixed 
w a l l  w i l l  have the form eiq(x ' -  ct) e + w .  However, f o r  the observer 
moving with the f r e e  stream velocity, the x-coordinate is x t  = x - t, 
- -  . 
and the wave f ron t  has the form e iab '  + ( 1  - c )  t I emy  in y) 
' coordinate system. The mve f r o n t  is obviously movm inward i n  t h i s  
. - 
system. If ci > 0 (disturbance increasing w i t h  time), then Sl > 0 . 
Pi > 0; tho disturbance takes the f ~ m  of an outdoing wave of ex- 
. - . . . . -. 
ponentiaUy damped amplitude ( in  y )  as J + o, . If ci -< 0 (dis twb- 
. 
ance damped with time), then 0 < 0 end Pi 4 0;  the disturbance W e e  . 
the form of an incoming wave, of eGnentially'datnped mpl i tude  ( in  g) 
a8 y +- n. . If' ci - 0 anfi 0 > 0 (neutral  subsonic dieturbance), 
- 
the disturbance is  propagated p a r a l l e l  t o  the x-axis, and the amplitude 
is exponentially damped i n  y as y + 03 . T~UEI ,  f o r  - YC < a r g - - h )  € YC, 
. the boundary ccnQition a t  y = y:! i s  Q' (y) + ~ ( y )  = 0, and +,he . .
character is t ic  values m e  disoretg (sec. 4). 
- 
2 %he curve ai  = 4C$, corresponding t o  the condition L M ~ ( ~ - c ~ I ~ =  0 
f o r  a sonic disturbance divides the complex Sa-plane i n to  a gion of euS>- 
sonic disturbances ,md. a region of supersonic, disturbances ?fig. 3 1. 
- 
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If ci = 0 and Sa .Q  0 (neutral supersonic disturbance ) , then f i  
aaJiiir Y i) is purely imeg-y,' a% both solutions of equation (130) ( e 
are bounded as y+ o,. The corresponding pressure disturbances are also . 
finite (equation (115) ). In this case, both incoming and outgoing waves 
exist, but in general they axe not of equal amplitude. This phenomenon 
can be described physically as a reflection of an incident wave, either 
w i t h  absorption or reinforcement, and will be discussed in more detail in 
section 10s. Mathematically speaking in this case there is no horngene- 
ous b o u n ~ y  condition of the type (58) at y = 72. Except fox the special 
case of a pure incoming or a pure outgoing wave, there is therefore no 
characteristic-value problem, or rather the characteristic values are 
continuous and not discrote. A solution satiefying the boundary condition 
at the wall can always be found for arbitrary values of a and a. In 
fact, from (117) and (118), such a solution fox fi < y c yg 1s --- 
. . . 
03 . .- 
2 2 
The condition a2 ( 1 - M (1 - c) ) $ 0 breaks down when 1 3  (14) 
v 
= 0, (neutral sonic disturbace) or when a = 0. In the latter case, with 
1 - ~*(1 - c # 0, it is not difficult to verify that the solutions (ll7 ) 
and (118) are continuoue in a as a + 0 even ae y + , although 
the point at infinity of the y-plane is an irregular singularity of the 
_ - - 
- 
(1 - c) and equation (112), Indeed, these solutions behave like e - . -  
J 1 - ~~'(1 - c ) ~  ( cpy - e +"), respectively, ae in the l m t -  
a (1 - c). - . - 
ing case a + 0. 
2 
For the case of the neubal sonic disturbance, (1 - M (1 - c)') = 0 ,  
and the asymptotic behavior of the inviscid .solutions as y -+ OJ is quite 
complicated. The- asymptotic behavior of %he mean velocity w(y)  for the 
case of the compressible fluid boundary layer is similar to that of the 
Blasiue profile (reference 11, equation 10, p. 228). ... -- 
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.. . 
- In the special case in which the Frandtl number is unity and the mean pres- 
sure gradient in the direction of the mean flow is zero, the mean tempera;'-- 
ture .T(y) is a unique quadratic function of ~(7). Thus, (reference 11) 
1 In that case, since c = co = 1 - - 
M' 
where F is a positive constant. The differential equation (112) must . . 
take the limiting form: - 
- .  
w 
$ I t  + - a* I#' = - (1- W) F @  
l - w  T 
where $ = cp/(w - c )  . If the physical condition that $ be bounded as 
8 
- - -- 
y + a, is inrgosed, then lim (1-w)*= 0, and equai;ion (1%) 
Y + m  - - T 
D admits of two possible solutions: 
@ + constant, cp - w - o + constant, as y + a, (137) 
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The aspuptotic behavior cp - (w - c) imylies that - 
.- 
by equation (129) 
- 
X .  
- P 0, - + constant as y 4 co 
as P 
Thus, for the sonic disturbance, if the pressure disturbance is-to 
remain finite at infinitq- (equation (140) 1, then cp must approach zerg - 
very rapidly as y becones infinite (equation (138) ). The solution (137) . 
must be rejected, and the cwacteristic-value problem may be expected to 
have discrete characteristic values. The condition fpr the existence of a - -- 
.solution in this case will be diecuesad in section 10c. - 
  ow ever, if only a finite gradient of pressure disturbme is required, 
but allowiw the pressure disturbance itself to became inffnfte, both mlu- 
tions (137) and (138) maybe included, and the characteristic values becarne 
continuous, The physical significance (if any)of this solution is not clear. 
But the situation is somewhat analogous to the case of the steady flow of 
a compressible fluid in the vicinity of the speed of sound, where small 
. .- 
local changes in the cross-sectional area b'ounded by s e e m  ii&s produce 
very large local changes in the velociv and pressure. 
It should be noted that if a = 0 a&- c = 1 both solutions 
- G' 
(1.37) and (138) may be included. (see end of sec. ga,) From the rela- 
tion (115), it can be seen tha* the pressure disturbance remains finite - 
-- - - 
as y .d co in this case. - 
- 
8. Energy'Relations for an Inviscid Disturbace 
The disturbances have just been classified into (1) self-excited - 
distmbanoes propagat- outward , ( ~ ( 0 )  > o), (2) damped disturbancee 
propagat- inward (Im(0) c 01, (3 )  neutzal disturbances propagating 
payldlel to the x-axis ($2 > 01, asld (4) neuizal 8isturbances propagating 
. . 
- 
. 
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. . . . . 
.. . 
- - -  
both inward and outward ( n < 0). It is very interesting to consider 
the energy relations in a l l  these cases." . - .  
li.1 the f irst  case, there is no doubt that  energy must pass from the 
, .. - 
mean fiow into the disturbance, because the amplitude of the disturbance 
is being increased and energy is being carried t o  infini ty by the wave a t  
the same time. In the second case, the opposite is true. In the third 
case, there is apparently no transfer of energy b e w e n  the man flow and 
the disturbance. In the fourth case, energy is being camied i n  & 'ou t  
by the waves; whether energy w i l l  zass from the mean flow to  the disturb- .- 
ante, or vice versa, Ctepends upon whether the amplitude of the outgoing 
wave is greater or l e ss  than the amplitude of the incoming wave. 
-. - 
. .  - 
For the two caaea of neutral disturbancee, ( 3 )  and (4), it is possi- 
ble to clar i fy  the physical situation by considering the time average 
over a period (which i s  well defined f o r  neutral oscillations) . 
-. 
Since viscosity and conductivity w e  disregarded, and the neutral 
disturbance is haraonic both i n  x* and t*, the average time rate of 
change of the t o t a l  energy per uni t  volume over one period and one wave- 
. . . - - -. 
length must be zero; tha t  is, . . -- 
dc * d + P* - ( C ~ T * )  = 0 
'dt* dt* at* 
By neglecting t r ip le  and quadruple correlations, and ut i l iz ing the dynamic 
. -  - 
equation8 l ike  (49) to  (53) to  c w  out certain reductions, the energy 
balance for  'the disturbance is obtained in the following f om: . ..-- 
1 These investigations w i l l  also form the basis . for  the discussion of 
the necessarr and sufficient  d'onditions fo r  the existence of a disturbance 
(secs. 9 and 10). 
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Now the @.mntity p*' - is  equal to - I ;(Cpr + id) where 
hi 2 L I' 
tihe symbol - denotes the camplex con3ugate. From the relation (115)) 
there results  = iy w, so that the quantity in the bracket of P W - C  
the above expression is purely imaginary when o is real .  Hence, 
. . 
aui*l . .- - 
P * ~  - = 0. Using th i s  relation, (143) 'can be reduced to 
*i 
.. -- 
The relat ion (144) holds fo r  every point k the fluid. Hence, 
. -. 
where V is a given volume of fluid, S is Ehe1bound.ing surface, 'and 
* is the component of the velocity perturbations normal t o  S. Let 
V be a rectangulaz parallelepiped of unit  dimensions In the x* and z* - 
directions, extending from the sol ia  boundary (y = y l )  "to i n f i n . ~ t y "  in 
the y* direction. Then w i t h  the condition v*' = 0 fo r  y = yl ,  (145) 
becomes 
. .  
- ++*-* - 
'b ,=J~x - .  dii* m - d 
- p ~ * t  v+$ t - Q* =J* T* - dy* = p*' v** (146) 
as* ' dy* . - Y-> u=o . - - 
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that I s ,  the net energy propagated oubmd by the disturbace in unit time 
across the plane y = constant. (y large) is equal to the total energy . . .. 
transferred in unit tfme fram the mean flow to the disturbance by the 
. I - - . -  . - - . . -  
-x. 
action of the shear stress T* = - p u*'v** within the boundary layer. 
It can be verified that 
- - 
-- * - -- 
where cp denotes the ccmrplex conjugate of cp. By making use of (116), 
the e~cpreesion (147) for the velocity correktion can be brought into the -- 
folloHng form when c ie real: - 
or rather 
i - . -  
When c = or, the coefficients of We differential equation (112) 
. ... - -- 
are real. If cp satisflee (112), then c ~ ,  and pl must also satisfy . . .- . .: 
the equation independently, and the e~pression in brackets in (14$) is 
the Wronekian of the two solutidns, by definition. For equation (1121, 
.- . . 
the Wronekian is 
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from the re la t ion  (114), whers k i s  a r e a l  constant. Hence, from (1491, 
Thua, if  c = c,, the shear s t ress  is c?netant wherever V (4, qrTj 
. .. 
. . - . .  . -  . . 
i s  continuous, that is, outside of the inner c r i t i c a l  layer a t  w = c ,  
where the ef fec ts  of viscosity and conductivity predominate (sec . 7s). 
.. . TO sat is fy  the boundary b~ndi t ior i  a t  the wall., ~ ~ ( ~ 1 )  aria C P i ( ~ l )  
2 2 
must be zero ind.e~endently, and therefore, W = k [ Tl - M ( w ~  - c )  ] = 0 
. . . .. 
A 
ZI general, c2 4 T ~ / M ~ ,  so that k = 0 and . --. -- 
W = 0, T = 0 f o r  y - yc,< 0 (15?) - 
. . 
By ut i l iz ing the solutions (12 J ) ,  (124), and (124a), and equation 
(150) the discontir?uity suffered by the Wronskian i n  pttesing f r o m  
.- 
(y < sc) to (y > y,) can be calculated. In  fact1, - - .  - -- -. 
where 9 9 Y Frm (150)~  W = kTc f o r  JI  = rC + 0, CM therefor% 
and 
a 
7 n H k  f o r  y - ' y C > O  
- . 
. - 
1 In the l i m i - t . 5 ~  case of an incon~r2aui3le f luid,  AW reduces t o  
the value calculated by Tollmien (reference 10). -. ..-- 
- .  . 
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Thus, assuming for the moment that qc f 0, if the sign of the quantitx 
- 
. .- [% ( is poeitive, e n e r ~  will pass from uie man f ~ . o y - ~ - . ~  
.. . - 
. - 
disturbance; if the sign of is negative, the man -. .--...--- flow . . -  .- 
- - 
C - 
will absorb enerm from the disturbance; if [k ($)Ic = 0, there 
is no exchbnge of energy between the mean flow and the disturban-qg. 
-- 
In the foregoing discussion, it was tacitly assumed that cpc # 0. 
By means of a proof similar to that given by Tollmien (roferenco 10) for 
- 
the case of an irrcomprosaible fluid, it is not difficult to  how that 
(PC cannot vanish if cp(y) is a solution of (112) satisfying the bound- 
ary condition cp(yI) st the wall. This presently w i l l  be done. 
- 
If .rg(y) satisfies (ll2), then cp = Al c p l  + A2 %, and the be- 
havior of cpl and q2 in the neighborhood of the point y = yc is 
given by (123), (124), and (12k). Since cp=(yc> = 0 and. (PO(YC) f' 0 
-- 
AB = 0 if cp(yC) vanishee. Now ql(y) is analytic and & (w*)
is f+te at y = yc. By direct integration of equation (a), 
T 2 If yl, 5 y 5 ~k where y is the value of y for which -- = (v - o ) , 
M~ . .. - .  
- . - <  
T 
- d} > 0, and the quantity in brackets in (1.56) Is 
.- 
positive. Therefore, q ( y )  > 0 for yo < y c y4 and ~ ( y )  c 0 for 
YL C' Y < YO; ~(y) can never satisfy the boundary condition cp = 0 at the . 
wall, end the assumption cp(yc) = 0 must be abandoned. . - 
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9. Necessary and Suff icient  Conditions f o r  the Existence of an 
k v i s c l d  Subeonic Disturbmco 
So far i n  the discussion o f  the inviscid disturbance i n  a compress- 
ib l e  f lu id ,  it has been assumed t h a t  solutions of equation ( 1 1 ~ )  e x i s t  
- 
which s a t i f l y  the given tries of boundary conditions. The energy c r i t e r i a  
developed i n  section 8 not only serve t o  c l a r i f y  the physical problem 
considerably, but  a l s o  lead d i r ec t ly  t o  the formulation a t  least of the 
necessary conditions f o r  the existence of each of the three possible types 
of neutral  inviscid disturbance. The sufficiency conditions cannot follow 
di rec t ly  from energy considerations. 
This section w i l l  deal  with subsonic disturbances, neut ra l  and self-  
excited. F i r s t  a necessary and suf f ic ien t  condition f o r  the existence . . .  - .
of neutral  subsonic disturbances is established. It is then possible . .
t o  establ ish a suf f ic ien t  condition f o r  the existence of self-excited 
. ..--- 
subsonic disturbances. However, a necessary condition has n o t  ye€.been 
establlshod. 
(a) The Neutral Subsonic Disturbance: 
A t  large distances from the w a l l ,  the neut ra l  subsonic dist-urb- 
ance d ies  off l i k e  e ,  and (-tJ 4 0 as y + m. I n  
. .  
t h i e  case, no energy is transported in to  or  out  of the boundary layer . . 
by the d i s t e a n c e ,  and therefore there i s  no ne t  exchange of energy 
- . 
between the mean flow and the disturbance within the boundmy layer  
(cf.  (146)). From the r e s u l t s  of section 8, T E 0, and hence the 
I 
not  vanish f o r  some . w > l  - -, the only possible neut ra l  subsonic die-- 
M 
turbance i s  the one f o r  which c = 0. When d (G) vwnfshes, f o r  
ay 
H.= cs (say), then o equals cs f o r  the neut ra l  subeonio disturbance. 
d 1 
 he condition tha t  - (g) must vanish f o r  soma w >1 - - . . 
ay M 
. . . . . - -- .- - 
ie a lso  su f f i c i en t  f o r  the exietence of a neut ra l  subsonic disturbance. 
. A s  in the case of an incompressible f lu id ,  -the sufficiency condition can 
be derived by means of an argument based on the f a c t  that rp(yl; a) is  
. *  
an analytic function of a (reference 1 ) .  For the purpoee of this dis- . .- 
cussion, it is convenient to deal with the disturbance equation in the 
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d w' - ... 
self-ad joint form (113 ) . Suppoee now that  - ( F) = 0 for  some 
as ... y >yl, where w = cs (say), Then, by the necessary condition, the 
phase velocity of - the neutral disturbance, i f  it exists,  rn~ia't be equal 
to cs. Now, E (y) is positive continuous and bounded eve-here, aad 
hence q(g) is  also continuous and boundad everywhere. Equation (113) 
can then be integrated direct ly t o  give the relat ion 
- 
a* . . - - .  By choosing the value of a2 large enough, the quantity q + - can 
T 
alveys be made positive, since q(y) l a  bounded. NOW, fo r  c = cs, 
the solution q ( ~ )  can be completely defined. by. the bowdary conditions - 
. .  . 
- . . C a . -  . .  .. -- 
( ~ ( ~ 2 1  = - cg, b t ( r2)  + a JI - $ (1  - c,12 q( j2)  = 0. 
- 
Therefore, 
qt(y2) < 0 when a > 0, and from (157), c p t  (y) < 0 when q + > 0. 
. -. -. T 
Hence, the value of a c k  be chosen large enough ao that - .- 
Cp(y1) > T(ye) > 0. For a = 0, however, q(y) = w - c6 and ~ ( 7 1 )  < 0.. . .- 
Since q(yl; a) is  a bounded, continuous function of a (sec. 21, 
p(yl) must vanish for  some value of a = a, > 0. For a given value of 
the Mach number, the value .of c = c, is deternined fram the mean v e x o m -  --Z 
temperature profile, and the corresponding value of the frequency a =-% .. 
is gf ven by the seculw equation (109). ' The boundary-value problem for.  
-- . . 
the case of a neutral subsonic disturbance is completely solved. 
From the disturbance equation (112) and the bounda,ry conditions, 
- 
it can be seen that  f o r  M < 1 the ~lingular eolution 4, = w, for  
c = 0, a = 0 (inf i n i b  wavelength and zero wave velocity) always 
. . 
lim wlta * / L - M ~  =I .  If 1 ,  t h e n i n  exists, provided 
c, a+ o . .- 
Tl a . - . -- - - 
the limiting case of inf in i te  wavelength, (a  = 0)  the neutral subeonic 
. .  .- - 
. 
disturbance becomes a neutral sonio' disturbance 
M 
is, the condition 
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lim wltc P J1- ME! (1 - c)2 
. + -  = constant 
a+ 0 
. 
holds. The solution for cp is a lineax conibination of (w- c) and 
If M = 1.0, the condition 
a-0 
holds for the neutral subsonic disturbance in the limiting caee of $.- 
finite wavelength, and the singular ~olution 9 = w exists. The slg-- 
nificmce of these limiting conditions will be aypreciated in the In-- 
vestigation of the asymptotic behavior of the a '- R curve for - - Ghe 
neutral subsonic disturbance in a viscous compressible fluid, aich 
will be carried out in a subsequent report. - 
- 
. .. 
(b) Amplif led and Damped SubMnic Disturbances : 
- . . -  . - -
d w' 
It has bean found (sec. 9 )  that the condition that -(-) must 
a s T  
I 
vanish for same w > 1 - - is necessary and sufficient for the exist- 
M 
erne of a neutral inviscid subsonic disturbance. By analogy with the 
case of an incampreseible fluid, it can be expected that the condition + ($) = 0 for some w > 1 - 2 is also sufficient for the existence . . 
as -- - M 
of amplified subsonic disturbances ("adjacent" to the neutral subbonic 
disturbance c = c,, a = %). If ($1 does not vanish for some 
, a s  - . -. 
1 
value of w > 1 - -, it.appea-s probable that except for the disturbances 
M r 
. .- 
. .  .. . 
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c = 0, a = 0, fo r  M <  1, or  c = 1-1/~,  a = 0, f o r  M 21, only 
damped subsonic disturbances can e x i s t  i n  the inviscid compressible fluid. - 
1 
To prove that the condition d (;) = 0 f o r  some w > 1 -- - 
4~ 1.f 
- 
i s  a suf f ic ien t  conilition f o r  the existence of amplif ied disturbances, . . 
a method is employed which i s  quite s i m i 7 . ~ q r  tr, t ha t  used i n  tho i=lcamprese - . .- 
ib le  case (reference . 1) . The f ollowing points w e  set t led:  (1) The . . 
existence of chwac te r i s t i c  values of c an3 a near (cB, a,) such 
. . .  
- - 
t h a t  ~ ia (c )  = ci 0; (2) the a i m  of ci. . . . -- 
- 
- 
...- (1) It has already been found (sec, 7) t h a t  the boundary conditions 
f o r  %he subsonic disturbance yield a unique r e l a t ion  between the charac- 
. - 
t e r i s t i c  values of the form . .--: 
& = c (a, M ~ )  
where c is  an analytic function of a and Mg. except i n  the neighbor 
hood of the point c = 0, a, = 0. . In the neighborhood of a = a, f 0, 
there is a t  l e a s t  one value of ' c  f o r  every value of a (real) ,  and i f  
a # a, then o f c,, and c mist  be complex; t h a t  is, c i  f 0, for  
the only permissible r e a l  value of c I s  ,cs. 
- -- .
(2) I n  the neighborhood of a = % > 0, a and a2 a re  miquely 
related, and c is  ~JI analytic function of a2. Then c (a2) may be 
eqanded i n  a Taylorfs ser ies  of X - Xs = a2- Q~ around the point - - 
Xs = %2: 
. . 
k = 1, 2, 3, n - 1, but 
- . -- 
. .  . 
ant 
Im (-) f 0, and n is then ci w i l l  rtlvays be posi t ive f o r  
an 
some value of a s l igh t ly  ezllaller o r  la rger  than a,. For these valuea . -. - . - 
of (c a ) ,  a solution cp(y) e x i s t s  which is v d i d  a l l  along the r e a l  .- 
axis  tsec. 7a). 
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k 
The imaginaxy part of can most - readily be 'calculated by 
successive differentiation of the differential equation (112) with re- 
spect to &. If v(~) is a ahar&cteristic function, and c and & are 
the corresponding characteristic values, dm sxlsts in the regiona R' 
dX 
and R" (sea, 6) and indeed 
For the pur~pose of this discussion, equation (112) cen be rewritten ... in 
the form 
.- 
where the primes denote differentiation with respect to y. Bgr differ-- - 
entiating (161) once with respect to X, the following differential 
.. . .- .. .- 
equation for g& is obtained: 
--. 
When X ;r X, c + c,, the corresponding erplgasiona for L(%) - 
and L(cp) will be denoted by L,(%) and L~((P , ) , .  respective-. From . .- 
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a '1 -- "Ps~Bie(fiB) - %,L,('P,)) = {to (98%: - ' P I S % ~ )  L ?  . . 
If both sides of equation (163) aro integrated betwgen tlie lws y - = - yl - . - .- 
and y = yg along any path i n  the region B i n  the complex p i l ane ,  an 
expreeeion for  is  obtained. ~onai&& f i r s t  the integral of the . 
-. 
left-hand sfde of equation (163) : 
. - 
Since - cp (Y~; c,. X )  = o is  an identity in  h,  qs(y l )  = ( P X ~ ( Y L )  = 0, 
and the integrated expre~sion vanishes a t  gl. A t  the upper Ilmik, 
I - -
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~ u b s t i t u t -  these r e h t i o n e  in to  (164) ffna3W r ~ u l t e  in
where. a1 and 82 a30 real comtants, 
The integral of the right-hanil side of equation (I&) %a 
Equations (164), (165),.and (166) yield 
In evaluating the integrals I~ y2 $0, intagrats d o n g  tb. mal.  
axis, except f o r  the term f y2 h2 (2) 47, =deed, all tha o a r  
ac 8 
Y 1 
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integrals have real and f i n i t e  integrands along the rea l  axis. Thus, 
.- 
the imaginary term in  (167) can occur only with the integral 
- as . # . . ." 
I .a' (,) s dy, the integrand of whlch bec&ea inf inffe  at y = yc. 
BY expanding the integrand in  power series i n  the neighborhood of y = yc, 
. . 
there i e  obtained 
f r o m  which, 
. 
If qs(r )  is a characteristic function, cp, can liever vanish (eec. 8). . - - 
- - - 
4 
ci must be gositive fo r  soms value of a el iahtly smaller or larger - - 
- 
.. 
The res t r ic t ion that  (rswf)"c must not vanish can easily be re- -- 
moved by an extension of the foregoing argument. By the physical nature . . 
of the mean velocity-temperature -profile, if ( Caw' ) ', = 0 wle quantity 
5 s ~ t  must have a true extzemum a t  the point y = yc v = cS and not an 
. . 
. .  . . -. . . - 
- 
64 
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inflection; i n  other woyds, (e  ,wt )  must have a zero of o s  order at - 
the point y = yc. Therefore, 
.- 
From (1691, it can be aeen that  Im ( = 0 for  m I. dlffer- 
. 
en t ia l  equation (162) for  i~ r e g ~ ] . ~  i n  the vicinity of the point 
+ = yc , - and therefore c@( y)  l a  roal.  By differentiating (162) suc- 
cessively with respect t o  h ,  differential  equations m e  obtained for  
- 
d3) d3(P 
-3 -
a% 
, , . . , ,, which are a l l  regular in the vicinity of the point 
a2 a 3  axk ' 
7 = Yc if h < -1. Consequently, %(k) is  r e a l  fo r  k < -1. In 
the expression for  ( h) a arm of the form 
axk 6 . - -  - 
always appears by analogy with (168 ) . (All the other terms i n  %he ex- 
.- 
preesion fo r  ( )  am always real .  1 By virtue of ( 1 ~  1, the im- 
aginary par t  of th i s  tern vanishes if k C 2 m + 1. Eomver, i f  k = -1, 
the imaginary par t  of th i s  t e r m  is  .. - 
pn+l 
-- 
Theref ore, ') $ 0, and ci> 0 fo r  soma value of a slightly r: 
larger or smaller than a,. The proof of the exis.knce of'amplified - 
subsonic disturbances adjacent to  the neutral subsonf c disturbance 
c = cS, a = as is thus c~mplete. 
~t 18 puita d i f f i cu l t  give- a rigorous proof of the existence of 
amplified subsonic disturbances adjacent to the 'neutral distuxbance c = 0, 
a 3 0, chiefly because c is not an analytic function of a in  the 
vicinity of th i s  point. (see s e a .  7 asld 7c. ) Although it does not  seem 
worth while t o  discuss the details,  it can be shown by a method s i m i l a r  
- 
to that  ut i l ized by Tolhien (reference 10) tha t  is real ,  
c = o  
a($) c=o is positive if [k (31 Y1 > 0 d .dd2~ k2. =o . .- 
is unfortunately logarithmically infinite.  The argument i n  t h i s  ease 
a is  therefore inconclusive. O f  course, from the asymptotic behavior of - 
the neutral a* curve, it should be poesible to  see that  amplified 
.- 
siibsonic disturbmdes do actually exis t  i n  the neighborhood of the neu- 
. 
-. 
t ra l  disturbance c =. 0, a = 0, i f  the neutral disturbance c = cs, 
a = as exists.  - - 
10. Some Further Dfscussions of Inviscia Disturbances 
So f a ,  only subsonic dieturbances which are neutral or  new.ly neu- 
k a l  have been discussed. ? b e e  disturbances correspond to  the i=~.mj,ats 
nel~hborhood of the positive r e a l  axis of the complex Q-plane (rig. 3'), 
-- 
It h ~ s  not yet been possible to get  any resu l t  regarding general n s -  
neutral modes, excapt that they possess the property of being ei ther  self- 
excited and outgoing, or damped and incoming, and tllrtt no sharp c-e 
i n  property would be expected i n  passing from eubsonic to sonic and- t o  
. - 
supersonic disturbances. The neu-kal sonic and super-sonic disturbance6, 
however, do enjoy a special position. .The former oorreqmnds to--*- 
. . 
branch point of a t  the origin, and the latter corresponds to  the 
cut1 drawn in the a-plane to  separate the twu solutions exp (*a y). 
In the following sections, the neutral supersonic disturbance is 
f i r s t  considered. The bansfer  of energy is made the basis of th i s  . . -  .- - 
inmatigation. ~ section 10c, the case of the neutral sonic distur%- 
a c e  is discussed briefly. 
7 
-. 1 Of course any other cut might have been used. This particular 
one, however, has the desirable property that  one of the solutions 
- -
erp { o J T ~  y ) i~ in general rule6 out by physical mquirement_s. 66 -. -- -. . - . . -- 
- 
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(a) Neceasazy Conditions fo r  the Exietence of a Neutral Supersonic 
- --
Disturbance : 
-- 
The results  of the investigation of the energy balance for  any tjjje- +- 
of neutral inviscid disturbance lead direct ly to  the necessary conditions 
for  the existence of the neutral supersonic disturbance: - - .- - 
(1) If the mean flow i n  the boundary layer absorbs energy from the 
disturbance, [$ ($) 1 < 0, c Z cg, Th. amglitude of' the re- 
=.. - - 
- Y*Yc 
flected wave must be less  than the amplitude of the incident wave. 
(2) If there i s  no exchange of energy between the man flow and 
the disturbance, c = cs. The amplitudes of the incident and reflected 
waves are equal. - 
( 3  ) If the disturbance absorbs energy from -the me& flow i n  fhe - .  
> 0, c c c,. The amplitude of the botuidary layer, [g (g) ] . .. - 
YCYc . . .  
reflected wave must be greater than the q l i t u d e  of the incident wave. - 
1 
- 
Of course, c < 1 - -, and a i s  arbitrary. The stationary Mach waves .- 
M 
c = 0 ( a  arbitrary) can always exist .  
The neceasmy conditions for  the existence of a pure outgoing or a 
pure incoming wave w i l l  be discussed, i n  connection w i t h  the r e f h c t i o n  
and absorption of the neutral eupersonic disturbance. (See eec. lob.) 
Formulation of the sufficient conditions i n  t h i s  special case has proved 
. . _ _ -  
t o  be a formidable task. In  general, q(y) is not bounded at  the point 
w = c, and e(y) is  not bounded a t  the point T = M2 (w - c)". Con- 
sequently, it is d i f f i cu l t  t o  determine the sign of q(yl; a) for  large 
values of a, and it has not yet  been possible t o  carry through the type 
of argument which served in  the case of a subsonic d~sturb~moe,  (See 
sec. 9a.) 
(1) Reflection and Absorption of the Neutral Supersonic Disturbance: . 
.. 
- 
By the action of the viscoue forces within the c r l t t c a l  layer st 
w = c ( c  # cs) , a relat ive phase s h i f t  i s  produaed between u * ~  and . . 
- 
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- 
..... 
- 
T*  v * ,  and the shear s t r e s s  T = increases (or decreases) rap- 
. -  
Po*QC,*)* . - -  
.... .- . - 
i d ly  from zero f o r  (y - < 0 to  the value E k  f o r  (y - yo) > 0 
2 
(secs. 4 and 6). mus, the c r i t i c a l  layer takes the place, i n  a aense, 
of a wavg'wall or  i r regular  eol id  bom&ary, i n  reinforcing or  p w t i a l l y  
canceling depending on the s ign of ( 
disturbance during the process of ref lect ion.  
- 
. ......... 
. --- 
 
a From equation (1481, the shew stress  T = - k is a l so  equal 'to 
2 -. 
a 1 iluy. -iuy 
the expre~e ion  - h ( Since cp - Ae + Be 
2 T -M=(w - &)2 .- - - -- . .- 
. . -- - 
f o r  y 5> 1 (sec. 7) 
-- 
and hence, from equation '154), 
By making use of equation (172) and the additional r e l a t ion  
. . -- -- 
....... 1BI2 . . -.  
an expression i s  obtained f o r  the " ref lec t iv i ty"  K = 
3 9  
defined as 
. 1Al - ., - 
the r a t i o  of the energy carr ied out  of the  boundary layer  by the refleoted 
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wave to the energy b r o w %  I n t o  the boundary layer by the incident wave. 
It is found that 
where 
It follows that 
The necessary condition for the existence of a pure outgoing or incoming 
wave is 
In this oase, the boundary edition at y = y2 ie 
and 
- . .
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In section 7c, it was remarked t h a t  a solution of the disturbance 
equation (112) sat isfying the boundary condition Ip = 0 at the w a l l  
(y = yl, or y = 0) could always be found f o r  arb i t ra ry  values of c 
and a i n  the case of the supersonic disturbance. Such a solution i s  
(cf. (131) 
so  t h a t  
It is  assumed tbt the mean velocity temperature prof i le  i n  any 
. .  -l 
par t icu lar  case is known f o r  each Mach number. Subject only to  the re- - 
- .  
- .. 
a t r i c t i m  c < 1 - k, the r e f l e o t i v i t p  can be calculated f o r  a se r i e s  & 
M 
... 
s u i k b l e  real values of c .  These calculations should give soma 
- 
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indication of the conditions under which a pure outgoing wave or  a pure 
incomiq wave can exist ,  
* 
(c) Neces~lwy and Suffioient Conditions 'for the Existence of s 
Neu-tral Sonic Disturbance: 
If the physical condition that  both q and n/p must bo bounded . 
a0 y -+ w is imposed, thon i n  the case of the neutral son;to disturb- 
ance, cp and cpt + 0 very rapidly as y + - (sec. 7c) and no 
energy can be transported in to  or out of the boundary layer by the die- 
turbanoe. The neceseary conaition fox the existence of a neutral a m i o  
disturbance is therefore (eec. 8) 
. . 
Unlike *the case of the neutral subsonic disturbance (sec. gal, the 
condition c = ce is not ent i re ly  sufficient  fo r  tho existence of a 
neutral sonic disturbance. Because the physioal significance of th i s  
sonic disturbance is not yet  clear, it doea not seem worth while to 
discuss th i s  problem i n  great detai l ,  although some mihematical reoults 
have been obtained. A brief ske-tch of the arguments and resulte w i l l  bep - 
given here. Fram equations (117) t o  (120), and equation (138), the ao- 
lution of the di f ferent ia l  equation (112) for  a = 0 which haer the cor- 
r ec t  as$mptotic behavior in this case must be 
Therefore, 
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and hence, 
according 'as 
On the other hand, an argumen* almost identical w i t h  that  ut i l ized 
i n  the case of the subsonic disturbance (sec . 9a) shows that  cp (0; a) > 0 
I fo r  large values of a, if c = c, . Since q(0, a )  is  er boilnded oon- - - -
tinnous function of a, If =- 
~ ( 0 ,  a) must vanish fo r  some value of d > 0; - i f  
s non-trivial solution exists  fo r  a = 0; i f  -. - 
. . - . . . - - - . . . . . - - - - 
. ... - . 
-. 
. . - .  .. 
d it must first be determined whether or not cp(0, a) > cp(0, 0) fo r  a s  
a, before any definite conckusion can be drawn. By employing a modif f ca- 
- t ion of the oscillation, or comparison theorem (reference ll), it can be 
ahown that  q(0, c+) > q(0, a=) , if a2 > GI, and therefore ~ ( 0 ,  a) 
is a monotonic increasing function of ' a. Hence, &f- 
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PO aolufion of thls tme exists l, w i t h  a # 0. (see end of set 9s. ) 
.- 
11. Concluding Discussions 
The adove investigatio& of energy relations and the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of certain types of disturb- 
ance, though incomplete, serve to give a general understanding of the 
stabilitg- problem in an inviscid fluid. Before prooeeding to include the 
effect of viscosity, the significance of the  result^ w i l l  be discusseb 
ecanewhat in detatl. 
The distrlbytion of the density of angular momentum aoross the 
4 
-* du boundary layer is unstable if the quantity p - has an extremum 
.dy* 
for some positive value of ? > iiz @ ) , where M is the Mach .- -- 
-- 
number for the man flow outside the boundary layer. From the equation~ 
of mean motion, it is not difficult to show that the quantiw 
will always vanish for some value of w > 0 if the solid boundary i6 
insulated, or if heat is being *ansferred to the,fluid across the solid 
boundmy. This can be been as f0110w~: 
The dynaslical equation for the mean motion 
. .- 
'~ubee~uent Investigation has sham that this is the case. 
- .  
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gives 
-r- F* ' - 5- f  -\m (m = 0.'76 for air) 
where the subscript "1" refers to the wall. I 3  heat is transferred to . . --.- 
. . -  
.- - - 
-. . 
aT" a< . -. .. - - the fluid at the w a l l ,  ( < 0 an& hence ( F)I > 0. There- 
- - -  
- .. 
fore, the quantity 
1 aC 3; 1 aF) - a 1 a;" 
----- (FF?;) = F (ay++' , ay* 'Lp* ay* 
.. d
- - 
. . 
1 a? . .- 
must be positive for y* = yl*. Thus, =X - increases frdm some posi-. 
T ay* ::T :.:-< 
tive value as y increases from yl*, But al~o it Is known that it 
1 aii* 
approaches zero as y* becomes infinite. He-nce, ,- has a maximum 
T ay* 
at some point y* > yl*; that is, h(w') vanishee for some w > 0. 
as -F- . . . . ...-- 
a ~ *  
If the solid boundary ia insulated, 
I 
= 0. The above argument yields no conclusive result. By differentiating 
the dynamical equation once more w i t h  respect to y*,~ and utilizing . . .  tho . . . . . . - - - .  . 
equation of continuity for mean motion, 
, 
it is found that 
-. 
2-* 
Thus, '2 must be positive for same p > y--; and since < 0, 
ay*' a~ 
for p < yz, it follows that the quantity ay" a (l ,fT- "*) zmst be posi- 
tive for some p> y:. Eence, the essential conditions for the last 
- 
case also hold in thls case. The same conclusion is therefore obtainea. 
- .  
. . - -
However, if heat is withdrawn from the fluid at th4 solid boundary 
aT" 
The signs of the quantities - 
by* 
a u -. 
and - wtll resain unchanged as y* increases from y*= in general.1 
aY*2 
" a. w' 
Hence, the quantity - ( ) remains negative and will ndt vanish. 
as T -. --A - 
Therefore, for M < 1, if the boundary is insulated or if heat 
is brought into the flula, it is certain that the laminas boundary layer - 
in a compressible fluid will be relatively less stable than the ieothermal 
Blasius bound- layer in an incompressible fluid, as far as the inertial 
- 
- 
-- 
foroes are concerned. If heat is taken from the flui8, the flow willrbe 
more stable. Although these conclusions can probably be extended to the 
1 [("q G 1.12 
Except when the ,quantity 
-+ 
+ ( ~ - g ) ] / ( c - , g )  is very mall, where Ts = stagpation tenr ... 
. . .- - 
. 
. - perature. e 
75 - - - . . . . .. - . . . 
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case when the velouity of the mean flow outoide the boundary layer is 
only sl ightly supersonic, no statement can rn yet be made for  the general 
eupersoniu caee . 
However, the c r i t i c a l  Reynolds number define& in  terms of f ressbe&-- -  
quantities may not necesewily be deoreaaed by heating the solid bou.ndm~. 
For i n  the vieuous aolutioas of section 3, it i s  the kinematic cooffi- 
cient  of viscosity near the eolid boundary that  enters, This coeffioient 
i s  increased by heating, thue leeding t o  greater s tab i l i ty ,  Whether the 
minlmum oritical. Remolde number for  any compressible-fluid boundary layer 
a t  any Mach nMiber w i l l  be greater or l ess  than the value for  the Blasius 
'profile can be determined only by aotual calculation. This questton w i l l  
be e e t t b d  fo r  several representative oases i n  a forthooming report by 
some numerical work following methods t o  be discussed i n  the next par t  . . 
of thie report. - 
. . 
EI a recent report (referenoe. 6), AJ-len and Nitzberg euggeeted 
that  the "proper" Reynolds n W e r  should be based upon tibe kinematic 
viscosity at the aolid boundary, For wraa l l  values of c*, th ie  
f s not very  different  from that  At the cr'itioal layer. However, 
they have assumed that the. c r i t i c a l  Re,molds number is 
elqua1 to  the c r i t i c a l  Reynolds number fo r  the Blasiue profile.  For the 
-. 
aase of insulated s ~ l i d  boundaries (e. g., a i r f o i l  s ~ a o e s ) ,  thei r  
- -  - 
4Uue of (? 8* may therefore be too high. 
.- 
. - .  - 
. . .  - 
" .  
- 
- 
. --  %or erample, f o r  M > 1.9, it not be poeaible for  a s~baonio 
c h a r a c ~ r i s t i c o s c i l l a ~ l o n  to ex is t  i n  certain cases, because i n  addition 
to  satisfying the equations of motion and the boundary cond$tiae, it 
must also sat isfy the condition a*> 1 - l/~. . - - . . -  . . -- 
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111 - STABILITY IX A VISCOUS CONDUCTIVE GAS 
12. General Coneideratione and Methods of Numerical 
Calculations for the Stability in a Viscous Fluid 
The foregoiq inviscid investigations serve to illustrate the gener-. 
a1 behavior of the pressure and inertial forces in the control of the 
stability of the flow of a compressible fluid. These results can there-. 
fore be used as a guide in the investigation of the stability in a real 
fluid at, large Reynolds numbers. In the case of the incompressible 
fluid, very valuable information has been obtained by consideration of 
amsdif;tcation of the reaults in an inviscid fluid by the effect of vis- 
- 
cosity. The general conclusion has been reached that the effect of vis- 
- 
cosity ie essentially degtabilizing at very large Reynolds . numbers; and 
it has been possible to obtain the asymptotic behavior of the noutral 
stability curve'for large values of the Reyn~lds number, also'to give a - 
- - -- 
quick approximte estimation of the minimum critical Reynolds number and 
indeed to coqute the completo curve of neutral stability. In the preeait 
case, correspona2ng developments should also be possible, but the results 
evidently depend upon the Mach number. Any computation of %he curve of 
neutral stability must be carried out for each &e of ths Maoh number of ' - 
the free stream. - ---4 - -   
. - 
Owing to the limitations of time, it has pot been possible to ~at 'ry  . . -  
out these computations, The authors, hawever, laid dam the general plan , - 
of the calculation of the nedral curve of stability, and repeated the 
cdculatien of Tietjens function. S~me of the numerical values turn out 
. .. . 
to be slightly different from those originally given by Tietjens (table I, . . 
- 
fig. 6). They agree wry closely with the results of ~chlichting~e later 
calculations (table 2, p. 73, reference 5). . - - - -  . .- 
A method of numerical calculation very similar to .that used in the 
incompressible case will be outl$nea'belaw. It enableo the curve of 
neutral stability to be computed for each Mach number as soon as the dis- 
tributions of velocity &,temperature are known fcjr 3hat Mach number. 
Several such distributions have been obtained by Kazlnan and Tsien 
(reference 12), hy Crocco (reference 13 ) , by Bmons and Brainerd (ref or- 
ence 14), and by Bantzsche and Wendt (reference 15) . 
- - - 
- -
Method of numerical calculation,- The calcula.tion of the neutral 
curve depends upon a proper evaluation of the function ~ ( a , c , @ :  
occurring in (105). According to (108), its evaluation depends upon Y 
the evaluation of R~ and q (1.3 = 1.2). TO evaluate these 
functions, the fnvisoib solutions (117) and ( ~ 8 )  are used; - After a' 
- 
-- -- little calculation, there is obtained - - 
- -- 
- .  -- - - 
where the subscript ( )l denotes values at the wall  y = yl. The 
value. of 72 depend upon the integrals h and k of ( 113) snd (120) . 
Then 
CPIZ = (1 - C) uZn Em (c,hi2,) 
- .  . , .  .- 
where 
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Substituting (187) in to  (108) gives 
. . -. . 
, 
where X = h ( c )  is defined by 
By introducfng the  k c t i o n  
- 
and. using the r e l a t ion  (189), (105) m y  be reduced t o  the form 
. - 
I 
(1  + h )  (u + iv) 4 c ( ~ 2 ,  + BPBE) 
' - F(z )  = .. with u i i v  = 1 + 
. 1 + X (u 4- i v )  01) ((Pi2 + m12) (1%) . 
- 7 .  
- - 
- 
1% is noted t h a t  the  &mntities d2 and fp22 Involve the integrals  . . . 
-- 
Kpl and Km+l. Theee Integrals involve . -- - 
i n  the first s tep of integration. By substitutj3lg tho, right-hand-side 
expres~ ion  in to  qi2 + j3qz2, it is not d i f f i c u l t  t o  verify t h a t  the 
t e r n  involving combine t o  give 9ie + PqL2. Hence, It l a  conven- 
- i en t  t o  write -- 
.- 
Substituting t h i s  in to  (192) gives f i n a l l y  (with y2. - y r l  = 1) 
4 
I 
The function aab the in tegra ls  involved i n  pie, 912, ..-- 
- 
. - 
Yl 
and @ may be evaluated by met;hods eimilar t o  tboss used i n  the - 
- 
incaqpreesible case-. The significance of b r i ~ i n g  the final equation in 
the form (193) is that the imaginary part of the right-hand side 
Y2 
is mainly contribucecl by the tern involving ~ ( w  - 0)- dy the 
91. 
imaginary part; of which LEI -rc $ - 3). This can be easily calm- 
Wc wc Tc 
lated. Thus, wing the fact that h is usually very smU gives, 
approximately, 
where a ( z )  is the imaginesp part of - F(z). The relation (194) would 
give a correspondence between c and z.  From this, the value of ciR 
can bet easily calculate& by meansbof (107). For more accurate calcula- 
tiom, use is made of the relatione 
21 (e) = (1 + 
where a(.) is the real part of ~ ( z )  . Using (194) as the initial ap- 
- 
. - 
proximation, a method of' successive approxima.tions can be develapeil 
-- - 
exactly as in the incqressible case for the calculation of a, R 
for given values of c. The complete numerical calculation will be 
carried out for a few typical cases. . - . - . . . . . - - 
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Table I.- Functiane ~ ( z )  and ~ ( z )  - 
. 
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Figure 1.- Region of v s l i d i t y  of the asymptotic expaneione Of 
the regular soluti6ns' for  C i  5 0. 
Figure 2.- Region of analytioity of the i n v i ~ o i d  eolutfone. 
Figure B.= Distribution of Kronskian, f ( y ) ,  and shear e t r e s s , r ( y ) ,  for  tne inviscid, 
neutral oupersonio disturbance. 
Pi-r 6.- The funotionr &(r) 
